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PERFORMANCE AWALYSIS OF THE MULTISAFE 
PROT ECTION ENFORCEMENT PROCESSES 

by 

Mason C. Deaver, Jr. 

(ABSTRACT) 

This paper describes the performance of the MULTISAFE 

database protection model through response-time equations. 

A predicate-based protection model is described. Various 

classes of access decision dependencies are reviewed. The 

distinct modules of MULTISAPE are discussed, and a rela- 

tional database approach to the management of data protec- 

tion is developed for these modules. <A performance eguation 

which models user login into MULTISAFE is developed. A set 

of eguations is developed which model the processing of 

database queries as a series of steps. These equatioas are 

then modified to consider the possibility of concurrent pro- 

cessing among the MULTISAFE modules. The two sets of equa- 

tions are compared and analyzed. The analysis reveals that 

the concurrency feature of MULTISAFE allows database protec- 

tion to be implemented with a minimum of system overhead. 

Further analysis shows that, in some cases, an arbitrary 

database query takes less time to process with all protec- 

tion checks in force than a similar query in a protection- 

less environment.
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

There exists a continuing need in copputing systems to 

provide controls on the access of stored data. There have 

been many system models discussed inthe literature to 

accoaplish this task (see, for exaaple, jASTRM76] and 

[ STONM74}). As noted in [HARTH80], the predicate-based 

model of protection described in [ HARTH?6a] was one of the 

first in which access decisions were sensitive to the state 

of the system as well as the contents of the data to be 

accessed. Based on this model of protection, a system 

architecture called MULTISAFE is being developed. MULTISAFE 

stands for MSULTI processor system for Supporting Secure 

Authorization with Full Enforcement for database management. 

As the name implies, HSULTISAPE consists of several logical 

(and possibly physical) processors which work concurrently 

to retrieve accessed data and to provide protection of this 

data. As will be shown later, MULTISAFE derives performance 

advantages from its concurrency feature. By locating the 

protection functions of MULTISAFE in a dedicated protection 

processor (or module), the protection and enforceszent 

mechanisms of the system are isolated froma the users and 

from the operations on the database.
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Many people have contributed to the development of the 

MULTISAFE model, and they have written several papers on 

different aspects of the model. As mentioned above, 

([HARTH76aj] describes a predicate-based model of protection 

which provided a springboard for the MSULTISAFE sodel. 

([HARTH76b] goes beyond the model of [HARTH76a] and describes 

a more complete, and complex, model of protection. In 

[TRUER80}, intersodule communication in MULTISAFE is dis- 

cussed. This communication takes the form of procedure 

calls and returns. The flow of messages and data during 

protection enforcement within MULTISAFE is rodeled with 

extended Petri nets in [ BALLE81 }. An iapleaentatioa aodel 

of predicate-based protection in MULTISAFE is discussed in 

[ HARTH80O]. The [HARTH80] paper gives specific details on 

how access decisions are implemsented in MULTISAFE. Based on 

this model, a software simulation project is being developed 

and is discussed in [TALBT81]. 

This paper describes the performance of the MULTISAFE 

model through response-time equations. The time required 

for the MULTISAFE systea to respond to various types of user 

queries is measured in precise detail in these equations. 

It is assumed that a typical MULTISAFE user types a database 

query on a video-display terminal. The details concerning 

what MULTISAFE does to process and respond to the guery are
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based on the implementation model in j HARTHSO]. Particulac 

attention is given to the many access decisions that 

MULTISAFE can sake, and how long it takes MULTISAFE to make 

the decisions. 

The predicate-based protection model of [HARTH76a] is 

reviewed in chapter II. In chapter III, various classes of 

access decision dependencies presented in [BALLE81] and 

(HABTH80 ] are discussed. Access conditions imposed on 

MULTISAFE users by systems administrators may depend on the 

State of the MULTISAFE systea, on the queries submitted by 

users, or on the data which users are trying to access. The 

configuration of the MULTISAFE model is discussed in chapter 

Iv. MOLTISAFE is divided into several distinct modules. 

These modules and their functions within MULTISAFE are dis- 

cussed in the chapter. 

In chapter Va relational database approach to protec- 

tion of data is discussed in detail. This chapter is taken 

directly from the implementation model of [ HARTH80O]. it is 

Within this relational framework that users of MSULTISAFE 

Submit queries, and that MULTISAFE processes the queries. 

In chapter VI, various global assumptions are discussed. 

These assumptions apply to all of the eguations developed in 

this paper. Based on these assumptions, some constants are 

defined which are used throughout the rest of the paper.
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An eguation which soiels the processing of a login 

request by MULTISAFE is developed in chapter VII. The login 

equation takes into account the possibility of login failure 

due to enforcement of an access condition. In chapter VIII, 

several equations are developed which rspodel the performance 

of MULTISAFE during query processing. One equation is 

developed for each of the data dependent access conditioas 

that are discussed in chapter III. Each of taese equations 

Shows the performance of MULTISAPE as a series of processing 

steps, without considering the concurrent nature of the aod- 

ules in SULTISAFE. In chapter IX, the equations of chapter 

VIII are modified to reflect the ability of the MULTISAFE 

modules to work concurrently. 

Chapter XK contains several topics of interest. The two 

sets of equations from chapters VIII and IX are compared by 

analyzing one of the pairs of equations. The pair selected 

models the performance of MULTISAFE as it processes a query 

with a type A or B data dependency (see chapter III). A 

query with either of these types of data dependency is one 

of the more common types of data accessing yueries. Next, 

query processing without any form of data protection is dis- 

cussed. An equation is developed which sodels the perfor- 

mance of a protection-less MULTISAFE system as such a sys- 

tem processes a query. This equation is compared with the
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equation from chapter IX that models the performance of 

MULTISAFE as it processes a query with a type Aor 8 data 

dependency. The final topic presented in chapter kK concerns 

an alternate assumption to one given in chapter VI. The 

assumption which is discussed and modified in this section 

concerns which of two AULTISAFE sodules, working concur 

rently to process a query, finishes first. 

Chapter XI ends this paper with a Summary of the con- 

clusions that are made throughout the paper. Some possible 

future work is discussed as well. The one appendix has a 

list of all of the variables which are used in the many 

eguations developed in the paper.



Chapter if 

A PREDICATE-BASED PROTECTION MODEL* 

Hartson's predicate-based model of protection began as 

a semantic awodel for protection languages [ HARTH75, 

HARTH76a, HARTH76b j. It has both an authorization process 

and an enforcement process. Protection reyguirements 

(authorizations) are presented to the authorization process. 

Subsequently, access requests are presented to the enforce- 

ment process which, by consulting the authorization infornma- 

tion, renders an access decision. 

An emphasis on authorization draws several other con- 

cepts into the gaodel. For exagple, the "authorizer" emerges 

as an entity distinct from the "user." Authority can now be 

decentralized, if desired, from the bottleneck of a Single 

database administrator. The model intxoduces a general 

dependency of the access decision on system state, fcather 

than using the fixed relationship between users and data 

  

*This chapter is taken entirely from j HARTH80]. It is 
adapted to an implementation model from the formgal sodel of 
[HARTH76a ]. Take following notation will be used: Ynders- 
cored upper case letters will denote sets while lower case 
letters, possibly subscripted, will denote set eiesents. 
Finally, subsets will be denoted by upper case letters, pos- 
sibly subscripted. Subscripts will fcliow. the associated 
variable, delineated by square brackets when necessary for 
clarity. For example, s, s[1], or s1 is an element of s, 
while s = {s1,s2} is a subset of S={s1,s2,s3}. 

6
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afforded by the more conventional access matrix. Also, the 

concept of “ownership" acguires a role more generai than its 

traditional one. 

ane 
21 SETS AND PREDICATES 

Several sets are involved in the sodel. An iaportant 

set is U, the set of individual users, who will be making 

access reguests. Sets of users will be called user groups. 

There is also a set of individuals who will be granting 

authorizations, the authorizers, A. An authorizer is an 

owner of data and has the responsibility of making authori- 

zations, i.e., of determining who may share in the access of 

that data and in what manner. In the literature the tera 

"user" is almost universally used to denote both asers of 

the database system and users of the protection systea. The 

distinction is emphasized here by using the term “author- 

izer." 

The next set of the saodel is the one that contains 

data. Dis the set of all data in the database. Real world 

access reguests and data definitions deal with subsets of 

the database, as well as with individual data elements. 

Since this protection model is not tied to a particular 

model of data, the way in which elements and subsets of D 

are defined will be left unspecified until the specifics of 

the implementation are discussed in chapter VY.
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The operations a user may perform on the data also 

comprise a set, 0. Examples of operations are: OFEN, 

CREATE, READ, WRITE, APPEND, UPDATE, DELETE, EXECUTE, 

COMPARE, RETRIEVE, OWN, and SUBOWN. The model is exteagsible 

in that it allows new data types and operations to be added. 

A set can be described explicitly by enumeration of its 

members or implicitly by a predicate, or condition, used as 

its characteristic function. For exagple, let c(b,B) bea 

condition defining set B. Membership of any potential eie- 

ment b in set B is dependent on c(b,8) in the following way: 

B = fb | c(b,B) holds} 

Since the truth value of c(b,8) can, in general, vary with 

time (with database system state), saembership insb isa 

dynamic property. 

If the set in guestion is 0, a group of users, then 

c(u,U) determines whether or not an individual user u is a 

member of user group U at a specific instant in tiae and 

c({u,U) ais called a user group defining condition. Siai- 

larly, c(d,D) is called a data defining condition, where d 

is a data element (such as a Single record, tupie, or field 

value) and D is some subset of D. 

Another important use of a predicate is an agcess coa- 

dition, specifying the condition (involving the syster 

state) under which a given type of access is to be allowed.
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The set of all access conditions known to the system at any 

time will be denoted by C. Within this model there are no 

restrictions on what type of variables can be used in any of 

the conditions. However, in the implementation sodel which 

follows each condition type has been restricted to certain 

classes of variables without any loss of generality. 

A user group can be defined by a list of user idenatifi- 

ers. The examples which follow illustrate a second way--by 

the use of predicates. The simplest of these definitions is 

the one for a standing group called GERERAL. its defining 

predicate is: 

c{u,GENERAL) ;: "true" 

Thus, because this predicate has a constant “true value, 

every user is implicitly and unconditionally a aesmber of the 

GENERAL group, sharing its minimum level of privileges. 

This is an answer to the problem of wasting storage to 

represent, for exaaple, the rights of everyone to use a 

pubiic file [LAMPB71]. 

The following is typical of the user group defining 

conditions which can be dynamically evaluated. 

c(u,uil) 2: dept (u) = 13 v project ({u) = ‘design!’ 

When a user logs in, if he or she is either in departaent 13 

or part of the design project, he or she becomes a member of 

user group U1 {until he or she logs off or until his or her
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membership in U1 is tested again) andis given its access 

rights. (See the footnote in section 2.3 regarding syabols 

denoting logical operators in predicates.) 

References to data, whether for access or for access 

control, are very dependent upon the data model and its 

method of data definition. In most real systeas it will 

often be desirable to use a combination of explicit haming 

and implicit predicate-based definitions. The explicit nana- 

ing, such as is done by providing reiation and attribute 

names, describes a domain in which a data dependent predi- 

cate is to be applied. Following is an example which uses 

both the relation name “personnel” and content values for 

attributes nased “dept” and "salary:" 

c(d,D3) : RELATION (d) = "personnel? & dept (d) = 7 

& salary {(d) < 20000 

& (ATTRIBUTE (d) = ‘narwe* vy ATTRIBUTE(d) = ‘taddress') 

This data definition refers toa "fragment" of the PERSONNEL 

relation, restricted to tuples with a DEPT value of 7 and 

SALARY values of less than 20,000, projected to the NAME and 

ADDRESS attributes. 

Access conditions--provisos which aust be set before 

certain accesses are allowed--can be associated with global 

system variables such as the tiae-of-day clock, modes of 

operation, status indicators, flags, and internal codes.
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Many of these indicators contain information known to the 

database system about the current transaction. AS ab exaa-~ 

ple, suppose that certain accounting inforgation can be 

entered only on Fridays. For 1981, this 1s represented by 

the following access condition: 

C3: MOD {day,7) = 2 

where MOD is the modulo function and day is the Julian day 

number on the system calendar. Access conditions can also 

be data dependent predicates. 

2-2 ACCESS REQUESTS AND AUTHORIZATIONS 
AL TD CL OS SO IE. ani 

The purpose of a database system is to serve the user 

in response to an access reguest. Anh access reguest, or 

query, is a triple: 

q = (u,0,D) 

where u€U, o€0, and DcD. This represents a request by an 

individual user u for a single operation o to data subset D. 

Of the three elements, the user actually provides only o and 

D. The user identifier, u, is supplied by the syster ia aa 

"unforgeable"™ manner. 

An instance of an authorization is a 5-tuple: 

p = (a,U,0,D,c) 

where a€A, UcU, o€0, DcD, and c€C. This 5-tuple represents 

a declaration by authorizer a that each and every individual
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user in user group U may do any or all of the operations in 

QO to any or all of the data elements in D only if the access 

condition (predicate) c has a value of "true." For reasons 

of accountability, each authorization is marked with the 

identity of the authorizer who created it. Only that 

authorizer can sodify or delete that authorization. How- 

ever, a subowner (one to whom ownership has been explicitly 

granted by the owner who created the data) of a given subset 

of data, D, can issue other authorizations governing the 

access to D. Thus, several different authorizers can each 

create an authorization for the same user group, operation, 

and subset of the database, but perhaps with different 

access conditions. A subowner cannot grant OWNership to 

others. * 

Consider this protection requirement, taken fron 

[CONWR72b j: A user may see and update only “financiai" 

parts of each record ina given personnel file, and only 

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. from a specific terginal in the 

payroll department. The user group is defined by: 

c(u,U6) =: dept (u) = 'payroll* & terali(u) = 'payoffice’ 

The data to be protected 15: 

c{d,D5) +s RELATION (ad) = 'personnel’ & 

  a OE sant 

*These ownership rules are a satter of high level policy, 
and other policies are possible.
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(ATTRIBUTE (d) = ‘salary v ATTRIBUTE(d) = 'rate‘*) 

assuming the salary and rate attributes are the "financial" 

parts of the tuples. The access condition iss: 

c7: TIME > 0900 & TINE < 1700 

The authorization which then ties these definitions together 

is: 

p4 = (a,U6, {READ, WRITE} ,D5,c7) 

2.3 AUTHORIZATION AND ENFORCEMENT 

Before the authorization process translates the protec- 

tion language expressions of authorizers into internal 

representations of access control information, it first 

validates the right of the authorizer to aake the authoriza- 

tion. The process controls granting, as well as revocation, 

of rights; keeps lists of authorizer-created definitions; 

controls the display of access control inforsation; aad 

keeps a journal of all transactions with the protection sys- 

ten. 

Before proceeding with the enforcement process, it is 

convenient to define some projection functions which operate 

on n-~tuples. In general, where p = (x1,X2,-..,Xn), a set of 

projection functions i (p) = xj{ij, is defined fori = 

Ty2geoee yg Ne Since the tuples of this model carry specific 

element names, mnemonic weaning is better served by the use
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of the names of the elements instead of a general schease 

with subscripts. Therefore, for p = (a1,03,07,D4,c6) : 

a{p)=al, U(p)=03, O(P)=07, D(p)=D4, and c (p)=cé6. Also, let 

P= [p1,p2,.+.,pk} be the net collection of valid authoriza- 

tions received up to a given tine. The enforcement process 

is now stated in the context of a request, g = (u,0,D}, and 

the access decision is coaputed. {A similar set of proj- 

ection £unctions is used on g: uiq, o(q), and Di{g))- An 

example will be developed concurrently to illustrate the 

application of enforcement. 

Assume that, at a given point in time, the following 

authorizations and the associated definitions exist in the 

system: 

P = [{pl=(a,01,0,D2,"true"), p2={a,U1,0,D3,c}), 

p3=(a,U2,0,D1,c2), p4= {a ,U2,0,D4,c3), 

p5= (a, 03,0,D1,c4), p6= {a, U4,0,D1,c5), 

p7= (a, U4,0,D2 ,c6), p8= (a ,U4,0,D3,cT7) } 

Without loss of generality, a single authorizer a anda sin- 

gle operation o are assuped. The remaining information in P 

can be represented as the matrix of access conditions in 

Figure 1.
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Now, consider a reguest g = (u,o,D). The enforcerent algor- 

ithm follows. 

(1) Determine from the set of known user groups those 

groups to which the reguesting user u(g) belongs. 

Example. This step is done by searching lists of user iden- 

tifiers (explicit user group definitions) for u(g) and 

by evaluating the predicates of the implicit user group 

definitions. Assume that it is determined that u(g)e€02 

and u(q)€U4. 

(2) Collect from P, the set of all authorizations received 

to date, those authorizations which aave the usec 

groups determined in step (1) as elements. The result, 

called the franchise of the user, 1s given formally as: 

F(u) = {(p € P j ul(q) € Ulp)} 

Steps (1) and (2) can be done once per terminal ses- 

sion, at log-in time. 

Example. For the example, this is {p3,p4,p6,p/7,p8}, since 

these are the authorizations which mention U2 or U4. 

(3) Determine from the set of known data subsets (already 

defined for purposes of authorization) those data sub- 

sets which have data incommon with the data subset 

reguested in g. 

Example. This determination is dependent on the data model 

and its method of data definition. Suppose, for the
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example, it is found that D(Q) is found to have ele- 

ments in common with Dl and D3. 

Determine the set of authorizations that name data sub- 

sets found in step (3). Formally, this is denoted as: 

{Pp € PB i Diq) XN D(p) ¥ {i} }- 

Example. Here, the set which mentions Di or 03 is 

(5) 

{p2,p3,p5, pb, p38}. 

Determine the set of authorizations which specified 

o(q7) as a data operation. Formally, this is denoted 

as: 

{p € P |] o(q) € O(p)}- 

Example. Here, this is all of P, since only one operation 

(6) 

is being considered. 

Determine those authorizations common to the sets found 

in steps (2), (4), and (5). As this is the set of 

authorizations which pertain to this specific reguest, 

it is called F{g), the franchise for the request gq. 

Formally, 

Fig) = {peR | u(q) € Up) 6 D(q) 289 Dip) # DB EG 

9 (q) €0(p) } 

All of the enforcement process so far is Sumgarized in 

this one expression. F{qg) is the set of authorizations 

which are applicable to q {(i.e., which participate in 

the access decision for gq). 

Example. In the exauple, the Franchise of 4 1S {p3,p5,p 9}.
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The set of data subsets named in the authorizations of 

F(q) is called D*(q), the "data reference" of g. Let 

D*¥ (gz) = [(D1*,D2*,...,D[d}*}. This step is to determine 

if the reguested data subset D(y) is covered by the 

data reference D¥*(qy); i.e., it must be true that D(qg) ¢ 

ON D[i}*, ¥i € [1,d]. That is, every element of D (gq) 

must be contained in some member of D*(g). 

Explanation. Having some overlap with authorized data is 

(3) 

not enough for all of the rceguested data to be 

accessed. All of the reguested data must be subject tao 

an authorization. At this point, under a policy of 

"full enforcement" [HARTH77] (all data way be accessed 

or none is), failure of the covering check terminates 

the enforcement process with a flat rejection. Under a 

"partial enforcement" policy {those parts covered can 

be further considered for access), the non-covered 

parts are eliminated by setting: 

D(q) = D(q) XN D¥*(q) 

Partition the set FP{q) into eguivalence classes based 

on the relation such that two authorizations are in the 

Same class if and only if they specify the same data 

subset. Formally, this is accoaplished as follows. 

AP AD ESE NE RE rE! VEE ERD 2G ANE CRED ND ORD EN AE ND A WD 

*Throughout the paper, the following notation is adopted: 
UN ‘set union!
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Partition F(q) into d eyguivaience classes such that the 

i-th class is: 

FLij(q) = {p€F(q) | D(p)=D[i}*} 

¥i€[1,d}. Construct a temporary composite authoriza- 

tion for class, F[i}(q): 

p*C i] = (*,a(9),0(g) .D[i J*, vic (pl j lipl i J€FLi 1 (a)}) 

where "vy" denotes the logical OR of the set of access 

condition predicates, c(p(jD,. over all j such that 

p{ jJEF[1]{9)- The franchise is now the collection of 

all these composite authorizations: 

F(g) = {p'[i] 1 1=1,2,.---,4d} 

Example. The partitions are {p3,p6}, corresponding to D1, 

and {p8}, corresponding to D3. For the example, F(4q) 

becomes [{ (*,u(q),0(q),D1I,c2vce5), (*,1(q) -0(g) .D3,c7)}.- 

The result of this step, for each data subset in D*({q), 

is an OR of the user's rights over all groups of which 

he or she is a nember. This may be easier to see in 

the matrix of access conditions, Figure 2.
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c7 c2 ¥ cs 

The OR Function Over User Groups Figure 2.
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(9) Find EAC {q), the effective access condition correspond- 

ang to the reguest g, by performing the logical AND 

over the access conditions of the members F (u,g): 

EAC(q) = 6&(c(p'{i])), ower i=1,2,...,4 

Example. FEAC(qg) = (c2 v c5) & c7 

(10) Evaluate the effective access condition and fcender an 

access decision: permit the reguested access if EAC 

has a value of "true"; deny if otherwise. 

The above seyuence of ten steps, while useful for 

explaining the enforcement process, is not followed directly 

by the implementation. Some short cuts wili be described in 

chapter ¥. Also, the relational model has turned out to be 

an ideal environment in which to implemaent this aodel. The 

collection of authorization tuples is a relation. Many of 

the steps of the enforcement algorithm are nothing agre than 

relational calculus descriptions of queries over the author- 

ization relation, operating on subsets of its tuples. 

OP AAD ANE OND AE OE RD -CD ARE OE A A ON EE ee a ED ae 

XN 'set intersection'* 
& ‘logical AND operator!’ 
v flogical OR operator’ 
® 'OR over a bit-by-bit AND* (see section 5.3) 
{} ‘the null set! 
€ tis a member of’ (set membership)
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In [HARTH76b] this basic model of protection is 

extended to history keeping (access decision dependency on 

previous database events) and auxiliary program invocation 

(procedures triggered by database events).



Chapter III 

CLASSES OF ACCESS DECISION DEPENDENCY* 

A predicate-based protection model has been described 

in [ HARTH76a]. The generality introduced there by the use 

of predicates as conditions of access implies a variety of 

ways in which the access decision can be dependent on diffe- 

rent kinds of system information. Three broad categories of 

access conditions which can be placed on a user of database 

are: 

1. System dependent conditions. 
2. Query dependent conditions. 
3. Data dependent conditions. 

3.1 SYSTEM DEPENDENT ACCESS OCONDITIONS 

An access condition { predicate) is a systea dependent 

condition if its Boolean value can be ascertained froa 

information available about the general system state. Such 

a condition might require that the tise of day be between 8 

a.m and 5 p.ma., allowing database operations only during 

regular working hours, or only on certain days of the week 

or month. 

A OS TS ORS NR AOS AED EN ED. AA OATS LE SAND OS Se aD TaN iN en 

*This chapter is adapted from [HARTH81] and [ BALLES81]. 
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3.2 QUERY DEPENDENT ACCESS CONDITIONS 

A condition is a query dependent conditiagn if its Boo- 

lean value can be ascertained from the guery itself. A 

SEQUEL-t ype [CHAMD76] language is used to illustrate. A 

Simple SEQUEL request takes the foram: 

SELECT <attribute-list> 
FROM <relation-name> 
WHERE <selection- predicate> 

A query dependent access condition can lipit the relations 

upon which the user can operate, the attributes from which 

the user can SELECT, and the attributes which can be used in 

the WHERE clause. 

The following database of three relations is used to 

illustrate the various kinds of dependency. (Much of this 

discussion of access decision dependency is taken froa 

{ BALLE81, HARTH 80]j.) 

EMP (EMP#, NAME, SALARY, BIRTH_YEAR, DEPT, YRS_SERVICE) 

containing information about employees with 
attributes of employee number, name, annual 
Salary rate, year of birth, department, and 
year of service 

TAX {EMP#, NBR_DEPS, EARNED) 
containing tax inforsgation about enployees, 
with attribates of employee number, nounber 
of dependents, and year-to-date earnings 

MGR (DEPT, MGR_NAME, STATUS) 
with the manager nages for each departaent 
and information on "clearance status"
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Managers, being employees as well, are also listed in 

the EMP relation. EMP and TAK are separate relations for 

operational reasons and not, for exagple, because of third 

normal form requirements. The clearance status information 

in the MGR relation is provided by each manager for Ais or 

her department; the semantics are animportant here. 

As an example of a query dependent condition, consider 

an authorization which allows the selection of NAMES from 

the EMP relation as long as the WHERE predicate does not 

Specify SALARY vaiues. Similarly, a selection of SALARY 

from the EMP relation may be disallowed if NAME also appears 

in the SELECT clause attribute list. 

3.3 DATA DEPENDENT ACCESS CONDITIONS 

  

A condition is a data dependent condition if its value 

Cannot be ascertained without a retrieval {or perhaps sev- 

eral retrievals) from the database. The classes of data 

dependency are presented in approximate order of increasing 

complexity. 

3.3.1 Class A Data Dependency 
  

A condition has a class A data dependency if it has 

truth values in a one-to-one relationship with the tuples 

retrieved in response to a guery, and the values depend on
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the retrieved fields of the retrieved tuples. With such a 

dependency, an access decision must be made for each tuple 

retrieved. Consider the following simple, ungualified 

query, Q: 

SELECT NAME, SALARY 
FROM EMP 

For 0, an example of a class A access condition is: 

SALARY <20,000 

3.3.2 Class B Data Dependeny 
  

A condition has a class B data dependency if the condi- 

tion has values in a one-to-one relationship with the tuples 

retrieved in response to a guery, but the information needed 

to evaluate the condition is not present in the retrieved 

fields. Instead, it is in another field {or other fields) 

of the retrieved tuples. For Q, this access condition 

(which must be computed from BIRTH_YEAR) is class B: 

age < 40 

3.3.3 Class C Data Dependency 

A condition has a class C data dependency if the condi- 

tion has values in a one-to-one relationship to the elements 

retrieved in response to a query, but the information needed 

to evaluate the condition is not present in any fields of 

the relation. Instead, the information is available froa 

another relation {or relations) in the database.
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The following access condition is of class C with 

respect to query Q: 

NBR_DEPS <=3 

3.3.4 Class D Data Dependency 

A condition has a class D data dependency if the condi- 

  

tion has values in a one-to-n relationship with the tuples 

retrieved in response to a guery, and the information needed 

to evaluate the condition reguires only one database 

retrieval. This informtion may be: 

1. in the response to the guery, 
2. in the non-response attributes of the response 

tuples, or 
3. found by mgaking a Single additional request to 

the database, independent of the user's guery. 

For Simplicity, inall cases, an extra access from the 

database is conservatively assumed to be needed. Given 

query 0, this access condition is of class D: 

name of manager of finance departaent ¥ 'Joe* 

An access to the MGR relation is needed. If the name 

(MGR_NAME) of the finance department manager is Joe, access 

is immediately denied to all tuples selected in response to 

Q. if the name of the finance department manager is not 

Joe, then access is allowed to all of the response tuples.
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3.3.5 Class E Data Dependency 

A condition has a class E data dependency if the condi- 

tion involves aggregate information such as sums, counts, 

averages, or derived data. There are five subclasses of & 

which are detailed below. These subclasses approximately 

parallel the classes of non-aggregate dependencies which 

were described above. 

3.3.5.1 Subclass Ea Data Dependency 

A condition has a subclass Ea data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate information in a one to n rela- 

tionship with the tuples retrieved in response toa query, 

and the information depends on the retrieved fields of the 

retrieved tupies. Once all responses to a query have been 

retrieved, the values in the appropriate fields are used to 

compute the aggregate totals. The access condition can then 

be evaluated. For the guery Q, an example of a class Ea 

access condition is: 

AVG SALARY < 20,000
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3.3.5.2 Subclass Eb Data Dependency 

A condition has a subclass Eb data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate iaformation in a one to a rela- 

tionship with tuples retrieved in response to a guery, but 

the information needed to evaluate the condition is not pre- 

sent in the retrieved fields. Instead the information is 

present in another field or fields of the retrieved tuples. 

Once all responses toa query have been retrieved, the 

access condition can be evaluated. For 0, the folloving 

access condition is of class Eb: 

AVG YRS_SERVICE > 10 

3.3.5.3 Subclass Ec Data Dependency 

A condition has a subclass kc data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate information in a one to a rela- 

tionship with the tuples retrieved in response toa query, 

but the information needed to evaluate the condition is not 

present in any of the retrieved fields. Instead, the infor- 

mation is available from another relation or relations in 

the database. Given query Q, the following access condition 

is of class Ec: 

SUM EARNED > 50,9000
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3.3.5.4 Subclass Ed Data Dependency 

A condition bas a subclass Ed data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate information, in a one to one 

relationship with the tuples retrieved in response to a 

query, that depends upon one or aor fields in the retrieved 

tuples. For query Q, this access condition is of class Ed: 

AGE WHEN HIRED > 25 

The age of each employee when hired must be computed fron 

the BIRTH_YEAR and YRS_SERVICE fields, and from the Known 

current date. 

3.3.5.5 Subclass Ee Data Dependency 

    

A condition has a subclass Ee data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate infocmation ina one to one 

relationship with the tuples retrieved in response to a 

query, but the information depends upon database cetrievals 

an addition to those necessary to respond to the guery, o£ 

independent from those necessary to respond to the guery. 

Given the following unqualified query Q*: 

SELECT EMP#, EARNED 
FROM TAX 

The following access condition is of class Ee with cespect 

to query Q!': 

AGE WHEN HIRED > 25
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For each tuple retrieved from the TAX relation, another 

tuple must be retrieved from the EMP relation in order to 

evaluate the access condition. The EMNP# contained in the 

TAX tuple is used to retrieve the proper tuple from the EMP 

relation. 

3.4 DEPENDENCY AND BINDING 

The time at which each part of an access condition can 

be shown to be satisfied for a given guery is called the 

binding time for that part. The time at which a coaplete 

access decision can be reached depends upon the type of 

dependencies within the access condition. 

3.4.1 Binding of System Dependent Access Conditions 

If a condition has only a system dependency, it can be 

evaluated as soon as the system state can ke determined. A 

system dependent condition can be applied at any time frog 

the logging in of the user (possibly even earlier), to the 

time the results of a service request are returned to the 

user. As an example, a policy may limit database access to 

times between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. For most purposes that can 

be interpreted to mean that database operations may be 

allowed only if the request for service occurs in the pre- 

scribed time range. Or, if timing is critical, it may sean
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that the response be returned to the user only within the 

Same tine interval. These two interpretations imply two 

different binding times, one at the start of the Service and 

one at the end. 

3.4.2 Binding of Query Dependent Access Conditions 

If a condition has only a query dependency, then 

enforcement can be performed upon receipt of a query, lead- 

ing to a relatively early binding tigae. If the query is: 

SELECT NAME, SALARY 

FROM ENP 

WHERE DEPARTMENT = ‘finance 

and the access policy for this user and the ESP relation is 

that NAME is allowed as long as SALARY is not also 

requested, then the query can be immediately rejected. 

A query dependent access condition may involve combina~ 

tions of the SELECT attributes, relations used, and attri- 

butes in the WHERE clause. All forss of query dependent 

access conditions can be bound at guery processing time. 

324.3 Binding of Data Dependent Access Conditions 

If a condition has a data dependency, the binding time 

depends upon the class of the dependency. Class A or B coyg- 

ditions (being one-to-one with retrieved tuples) must be 

bound repeatedly as the responses to a query return from the
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database. A class C condition requires one additional data- 

base retrieval to be made for each response to a query. 

Thus, class C conditions reguire a later ( and more costly) 

binding time than that of classes A and 3B. Upon completion 

of this retrieval, a decision can be made which affects only 

one response. A class D condition reguires that one addi- 

tional database retrieval be made for the entire query. 

Upon completion of this retrieval, a decision can be made 

which is in effect for all responses to the query. There- 

fore, although the class D binding tise is very late, it is 

not as costly {because it is not as frequently needed) as 

that of class C conditions. Acilass E condition reguires 

that aggregate information be computed before the condition 

can be evaluated. 

For subclasses Ea, Eb, and Ec access conditions, as 

soon as ail of the responses to a query have been received, 

and necessary computations have been performed, a decision 

can be made that affects all of the responses to the guery. 

For a subclass Ed access condition, as soon aS an individual 

tuple from the database has been obtained and necessary coa- 

putations have been performed, a decision can be made which 

affects that tuple response only. For a subclass Ee access 

condition several database retrievals must he made for each 

tuple retrieved in response toa query, cauSing a delay
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which results in a later binding time than for a subclass Ed 

access condition. 

3.5 ENFORCEMENT AND DISCLOSURE POLICIES 

  

Policy considerations ata high level are fundamental 

to the behavior of the systea. Two enforcement resolution 

policies and two disclosure policies are considered. An 

enforcement resolution policy, introduced in [HARTH77], is a 

policy which determines how much data is to be returned to 

the reguester when only part of the response to his or her 

query is accessible according to the authorization inforaa- 

tion. A disclosure policy, introduced here, is a policy 

which decides how informed the user should be of the author- 

izations that pertain to his or her database operations. 

Enforcement policy applies only to how the enforcement pro- 

cess is performed, whereas disclosure policy is used oniy in 

formulating user messages which explain the response or lack 

of response. 

3.5.1 Definitions 

If any part of any response toa query fails to meet 

the authorization requirements for access, a full enaforce- 

went policy requires that no information at all be passed to 

the user. Full enforcement is an *all-or-nothing* policy.
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In contrast, partial enforcement is a policy which peraits 

  

the user to be passed ali the individual responses to the 

query that pass all applicable access conditions. Only the 

responses that fail an access condition are withheld. 

Associated with full and partial enforcement are t¥o 

disclosure policies, complete and nuil disclosure. Casplete 

disclosure is a policy under which a user is made aware of 

all the authorizations that control his or her database 

operations. Null disclosure is a policy whereby the user is 

kept completely unaware of the authorizations placed on his 

or her database activities. 

In a database system none of the four possible policy 

combinations may be universally applicable. A different 

policy may be chosen depending upon the individual user and 

on the information that is being protected. Determining 

which of the four policies best suits a particular user over 

a given part of the database is generally left to the dis- 

cretion of the authorizer. 

If, under a full disclosure policy, the user is told he 

or she may get the NAME and ABDRESS of all employees, the 

user, nevertheless, is still aot told about the existence of 

other information, possibly in the same relation. The usec 

merely knows that there may or may not be other attributes 

of the relation that he or she cannot query. Full disclo-
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sure can also lead to illegal inference of data values. For 

exasple, if the user asks for the SALARY of the eaployee 

named Jones and the access condition is to allow SALARY if 

SALARY < $20,000, the user upon being informed of the access 

condition that is violated will know that Jones earns sore 

than $20,000. Further discussion of the inference problea 

is beyond the scope of this paper, but is treated exten 

Sively in the literature (as examples, see [DENNDJ9, 

DOBKD79 }). 

3.5.2 Partial Enforcement 

The INGRES database systesz is an interesting example of 

a partial enforcement policy, around which the entire pro- 

tection system is built. The protection mechanisa of INGRES 

[STONM74] is used to modify incoming queries so that the 

resulting query is guaranteed to reguest only authorized 

data. The modified request is then processed by the data- 

base retrieval programs without further need for enforce sent 

of access rules. To greatly oversimplify {details are found 

in [STONM74}]), data dependent access conditions are ANDed to 

the search qualification predicate (in the WHERE clause) of 

the incoming query. For exaasaple, if a given eaployee of the 

ABC Company has access only to records of Department A, iis 

or her general request for information about the entire corn-
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pany is modified with a predicate such as: DEPT = 'A*,. 

Thus, there is a response to the request, hut it contains no 

information from tuples having a Department value other than 

A. 

It is possible for this policy to cause difficulties if 

the requester does not understand that the response corres- 

ponds to a guery other than the one he or she subaitted. It 

is particularly serious if the requester asked for, say, the 

average Salary in Company ABC. If the user was unaware that 

the result was an average for only Department A, he or she 

would unknowingly be dealing with false information. of 

course, a full disclosure policy would provide the informa- 

tion necessary to know that the results are inaccurate and 

why they are inaccurate. On the other hand, a aull discio- 

sure policy may be suitable if a user does not need to he 

aware of some parts of the database. For example, if a 

user, whose view of the world includes only a certain 

department, asks for the average salary, he or she gets only 

the average salary of the employees that he or She has the 

authorization to access, and need not be concerned as to the 

restrictions placed on his or her request by an authorizer. 

This approach is exemplified by the early ASAP security sea- 

sures, based on user views [ CONNR?7 2a ].
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3.5.3 Full Enforcement 

In contrast, consider a full enforcement access policy 

which allows ali employee salaries except the salary ofa 

Manager. If the user asks for the average salary of ail 

employees, he or she is told that no fcesponse is allowed. 

Only a correct (from a global viewpoint) guery, requesting 

the average salary of all employees except the manager, is 

aliowed, and it produces a correct response.



Chapter IV 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTISAFE* 

A MULTIprocessor systen for supporting Secure Authori- 

zation with Full Enforcement {MULTISAFE) for shared database 

management is being developed [TRUER80] by Trueblood at the 

University of South Carolina and Hartson at Virginia Tech. 

Performance improvemsgents are expected to be achieved bya 

combination of sultiprocessing, pipelining, and parallelisa. 

The MULTISAFE protection processor can geet coaplex policy 

requirements with flexible, generalized protection aechan- 

isnus. 

The system configuration is based on functional divi- 

sion into three major modules; 

1. the aser and application saodule (UAH) 
2. the data storage and retrieval module (SRM) 
3. the protection and security nodule (PSA) 

Each module is implemented on one or more processors forgiag 

the multiprocessor systeam. In MULTISAFE all three modules 

function concurrently. The UAM coordinates and analyzes 

user cequests at the same time that the SRM generates res- 

ponses for reguests. Simultaneously, the PSM continuously 

performs security checks on all activities. Pigure 3 illus- 

trates the logical relationships asgong the three nodules. 

AS A A EN SOLD AN NS EA SORES OD A ES NE la a SP 

*This chapter is taken from [HARTH80 }. 
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All processing within MULTISAPE is initiated and controlled 

by events occurring within the message flow, including such 

events as the transmission of data to and from the database. 

Typically, the concepts of isolation and separation 

have been considered important for supporting data security. 

However, the protection question can still he considered to 

be open, because physical isolation is not a guarantee of 

security. It is at the logical level that evidence must be 

given that an architecture does indeed support data secur- 

ity. Unless communication asong the systes components can 

be shown to be logically secure {in terms of both message 

control and message contenant), security is not necessarily 

gained by isolation. Consequentiy, special attention is 

given to intermodule communication in [ TRU ERSO }. 

In MULTISAFE, messages are sent between modules via 

encapsulated data types. Its contents are set and checked 

by protected procedures which are invoked paramgetricaily. 

No usec or user process can directly access these message 

objects. The primary mechanisags are structured and verifia- 

ble. For a single user, it is shown in [TRUERBO] that the 

only message path between the UAM and the SRM is established 

by a sequence of carefully defined operations on abstract 

objects in the PSM. It is also shown that the message 

sequences from multiple users, introduced for the sake of
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concurrency, can be effectively serialized, leaving intact 

the security of the single user case. 

Messages from either authorizers or users are sub ject 

to two kinds of security checking: 1) checking specific to 

the request, and 2) system occupancy checking. System occu- 

pancy checks relate to overall permission to be an active 

user of the systen, without regard to how the system is 

being used. The system occupancy check is always made in 

conjunction with log-in. For exasgple, the conditions (sepa- 

rate from user identification) for a given system user may 

be that occupancy is allowed only between 8:00 a.m and 5:00 

Pe. Me System occupancy checking at data request time and 

other times provides (optional) additional binding times 

[ HARTH77] for these conditions. 

In this paper the concern is with the isplementation of 

the authorization and enforcement mechanism within the PSM 

of MULTISAFE.



Chapter V 

A DATABASE APPROACH TO PROTECTION IMPLEMNENTATION* 

5.1 THE RELATIONAL MAKEUP OF THE PROTECTION DATABASE 

The database system used by the accessors of data is a 

relational DBMS, called the User Data Base (UDB) (See figuse 

3 in Chapter IV). The authorization information {called the 

Protection Data Base, or PDB) is stored in relational fora, 

as is the authorization information of Systea 2&8 [ GRIFP76]j. 

The PDB uses a fixed set of relations and a specially sodi- 

fied version of the UDB for storage and retrieval. The 

fixed set of relations {initially in the system and, there- 

after, never created or destroyed) in the PSM includes USERS 

and AUTHS. The USERS relation contains userid and account 

information of each individual user, as well as definitions 

for all user groups. The AUTHS relation contains the 

authorization information, i.e., who has the right to do 

what operations on what data and under what access condi- 

tions. In other words, AUTHS contains the set PB of section 

2-3. SCHEMAS, a fixed relation in the SRM, provides the 

database directory containing the definitions of the user- 

created data relations. 

-senne va me a   

*This chapter is taken from [HARTH80 1 
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5.1.1 Data Definitions 

The database systema directory is contained in the rela- 

tion SCHEMAS. SCHEMAS conceptually consists of variable 

length tuples of the form SCHEMAS (RELATION, NBR_ATT RS, 

NAME _OF_ATTR NO_1, TYPE_OF_ATTR_NO_1, 

ATTR_NO_1_INDEXED, 

NAME_OF_ATTR_NO_2, TYPE_OF_ATTR_NO_2, 

ATTR_NO_2 INDEXED, «an, 

NAME _OF_ATTR_NO_N, TYPE_OF_ATTR_NO_N, 

ATTR_NO_N_INDEXED) . 

This conceptual view of SCHEMAS is what the user sees. The 

implementation details, described in the following para- 

gctaph, are transparent to the user. 

The underlying implementation of the relation SCHEMAS 

has been simplified by separating it into two parts. The 

Data Base System Directory (DBSD) contains the relation nase 

(RELATION) and number of attributes (NBR_ATTRS) for each 

relation in the system. In addition, the DBSD contains a 

pointer to a Relation Directory (RD which coatains the 

other attributes of the SCHEMAS relation. There is one DBSD 

for the entire system and one RD for each data relatioa. In 

addition to these attributes from the SCHEMAS relation, the
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RD contains a count of the number of tuples in the relation 

and pointers, into the data storage area and to secondary 

index B-trees, which are needed to retrieve the data tuples. 

5.1.2 User and User Group Definitions 

In MULTISAFE individual users are identified by the 

standard attributes: userid, account number, project nase, 

password, etc. Users can also be grouped together to sis- 

plify the authorization of access to shared data. User 

groups area generalization of the Multics (and others) 

"project" concept. The USERS relation is a 6-tuple of 

information about system users and groups of users with the 

form: 

USERS (GROUP_NAME, USER ID, ACCT _NO, TERM_NO, PROJ_NAME, 

PASSWORD) . 

In MULTISAFE, users can be grouped either explicitly by enu- 

merating the members of the set or implicitly by stating a 

set-defining predicate. At log-in time, ali such predicates 

are tested against the user's characteristics. In this par- 

ticular implementation, user group defining predicates are 

restricted to the use of attributes found in the USERS Rela- 

tion (e.g., user_id, account number, terminal number, and 

project name). The user becomes a member of each group for 

which the corresponding predicate is true. Hore discussion
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of the use of these predicates is given in section 5.2. 

Implicit membership holds for the duration of the terminal 

session until logout, or until such time that the group 

defining conditions need to be re-eval uated. 

Section 5.1.4 shows an example of a USERS relation. 

Several of the values in the tuples contain a "**, A value 

of "*" implies that this field of the tuple matches auny 

value in the corresponding predicate of a login enforcement 

query (see section 5.2.1). 

The tuple with GROUP_NAME GENERAL is a tuple which pro- 

vides a user with a minigusa set of access rights to the 

database. The existence of the GENERAL group implies that 

each legal user in the MULTISAFE system is a member of at 

least two groups: his or her own group, identified by the 

tuple that contains the user's login attributes, and the 

GENERAL group (see section 5.2.1). Notice that each of the 

fields in the GENERAL group tuple, except for the GROUP_NAME 

field, contains a "*#, The definition of the "*" value 

implies that the GENERAL group tuple matches the iogin 

enforcement query issued for each potential MUITISAFE user.
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5.1.3 Authorization Information 

The AUTHS relation contains the set of all authoriza- 

tions. Each row of AUTHS is a 6-tuple of information 

governing which users or groups of users have access to any 

of the system relations. The AUTHS relation has the form: 

AUTHS (AUTHORIZER, GROUP _ NAHE, OPERATIONS, 

RELATION, ATTRIBUTES, ACCESS CONDITION). 

AUTHS contains a dynamic record of the current state of 

authorization information as a result of the cumulative 

effect of all valid authorizations received up to a given 

point in time. In each tuple of AUTHS the attribute 

RELATION and the bit-coded attribute ATTRIBUTES denote a 

data relation or a projection of a data relation. The cor- 

respondence of the bits of ATIRIBUTES to attributes of the 

data relation is given by the order of the attributes as 

defined when the relation was created. A value of '1* in a 

bit position means that the corresponding attribute is 

included in the projection defined by that AUTHS tuple. A 

value of '0' means that it is not. Since the operation set 

is fixed, for convenience of implementation, the OPERATION 

attribute is bit-coded, too. To illustrate the semantics of 

AUTHS, assume that a data relation called ENP kas been 

defined by auser named SMITH. Consider the contents of 

AUTHS shown below.
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AUTHS: 
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For the relation EMP, the ATTRIBUTES bits represent the 

attributes of EMP in the order they were defined: 

EMP (EMP#, NAME, SALARY, EIRTH YEAR, DEPT, YRS5_SERVICE) 

The first tuple of AUTHS denotes unconditional ownership (includ- 

ing full access rights) of EMP, the relation created by Smith. 

This tuple was entered into AUTHS as one result of Smith's cos- 

mand that created EMP. The OWN cight is what allowed Smith to 

grant RETRIEVE rights to GROUP1 and GROUP 2, represented by the 

second and third tuples in AUTHS. The second tuple defines a 

projection of the ENP relation containing only attributes NAME 

and DEPT; the third, a projection over NANE and SALARY. Ci and 

C2 are the names of the access conditions for the two grants. A 

value of "T" for ACCESS_CONDITION denotes an wnaconditionally 

"true" truth value in the first tuple of AOTHS. 

To Simplify checking of access conditions when retrieving 

data, the access conditions are stored in a Separate relation
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With the ACCESS CONDITION attribute of AUTHS containing pointers 

into the CONDITIONS relation. The mgethod of evaluatioa fora 

condition is determined by its dependency class (see section 3.3 

and all of its subsections). The treatment of access conditions 

ais further discussed in section 5.5. 

Section 5.1.4 shows exaapies of AUTHS and CONDITIONS rela- 

tions. 

5.21.4 Examples of USERS, AUTHS, and CONDITIONS Relations 

  

  

  

USERS: 

a Ff é se & & 3 

} GROUP _ | USER_ j ACCT.  ]j TERM }] PROJ_ j PASS | 
j NAME j ID j NO j NO 1 NAME j WCRD j 

| j j j j j i 
+ 4 + 4 + + 4 

1] SYSADMIN | SYSADMIN } 0 i * | syYs | ADMIN {| 

2] GENERAL ] * i * i * j * j * j 
3j FIKE | FIKE {| 120001 j * ] DESIGN j CHET 1 
44] TALBOTT | TALBOTT j 20004 | * i ISPL j Toa i 
5] LUNDIN j LOUNDIN j 120003 | 4&2 i IMPL j ROB ] 
6| GROUPI j TALBOTT | * i * i * ij PASS1 } 
71 GROUP 1 | LUNDIN j * j * i * { beassi j 
8] GROUP2 j * ] * j * a IMPL 1 PASS2 | 

j i i j i j i 
i i. i. il. a i z 
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AUTHS: 

r ¥ T 7 7 ¥ , q 
| AUTHO- | GROUP_{ OPERATIONS  |RELATIONJATTRI-} ACCESS. j 
| RIZER | NAME ] j {BUTES | CONDITION 
i j i j i i j 
i 4 + + + + f 
Wyo |SYSADMIN]OWN, INSERT, ..- {AUTHS 41911125 Tf j 
2) -- | SYSADMIN] OWN ,INSERT,... JUSERS 41131111; T&T i 
3| --  JSYSADMIN|OWN, INSERT,... JSCHEMAS 4111...j T j 
4 {SYSADMIN |GENERAL | INSERT {USERS 4111111} C1 | 
5|/SYSADMIN|GENERAL | RETRIEVE {USERS 4111170; T i 
6|SYSADMIN|GENERAL { INSERT, RETRIEVE,...{SCHEMAS j111...] 7 i 
7|{SYSADMIN|GENERAL | RETRIEVE jAUTHS 4117111) C2 | 
8{ SYSADMIN |GENERAL | UPDATE,DELETE JAUTHS 41111114 3 { 
9{TALBOTT |TALBOTT j{OWH, RETRIEVE,... EAP 41111 4 f i 
TO}TALBOTT |GROUP1 |] UPDATE | EMP j1010 j ca | 
11,{TALBOTT |{GROUP2 | RETRIEVE {EMP $7001 4 5 i 
I2|TALBOTT |LUNDIN | UPDAIE,DELETE J EMP 31000 4 C6 j 

i i | i j { 
i i i a A. i 3 

CONDITIONS: 

i a 3 

{| COND. | PREDICATE j 
| NAME | | 
{ | i 
t+ + 4 

1 C1 | NEW (GROUP_NAME) # NEW (USER_ID) j 
1 c2 | (ug) € AUTHS.GROUP_NAME) OR j 
j i (a(q) = AUTHS.AUTHORIZER) | 
{ c3 | aq) = AUTHS. AUTHORIZ ER i 
1 C4 | DEPT = "pit 
} cS 4 DEPT IN (*D17*,'D2*,'D3*) | 
i C6 | SALARY < 25000 j 
i { 1 
i i i 
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5.2 LOGGING-IN TO MULTISAFE 

5.2.1 Log-in Enforcement 

In order for defined users to gpake use of the database, 

they must log into the system. When a user logs in, he or 

she provides certain information such as userid and pass- 

word, and possibly account nusber and project name. The 

terminal number is determined by system supplied inforga- 

tion. These log-in attributes are stored in a temporary 

relation, L, as shown in the following example: 

L: USER-ID PASSWORD ‘TERMINAL 

LONDIN ROB 17 

The enforcement process must decide if the log-in is to be 

allowed. It does so by formulating this quer y*: 

Into LOG 

RETRIEVE * 
PROM USERS 

WHERE USERS.USER_ID = L.USER_ID AND 
USERS.GROUP_NAME = L.USER_ID AND 
USERS.TERMINAL L.TERMNINAL AND 
US ERS. PASSWORD LePASSWORD. tl

i 

Such a tuple (or tuples) corresponds to the user and his or 

her password. If found, the log-in is allowed. fuple 5 or 

USERS (see section 5.1.4) is found in this example. 

  

*All names of temporary relations used by the enforcegzent 
process are actually gualified by the USER_ID, in order to 
keep them separate in a multiuser environment.
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The enforcement process aext determines those user 

groups of which this user is a member, by the following 

query. The computation of this set of user groups corres- 

ponds to step 1 of the enforcement algorithm given in sec- 

tion 2.3. 

INTO UG 

RETRIEVE GROUP_NAME, PASSWORD 

FROM USERS 

WHERE USERS.USER_ID = LOG.USER_ID AND 
USERS.~ACCT_NO = LOG. ACCT NO AND 

US ERS.TERM NO LOG. TERM NO AND 
USERS.PROJ NAME = LOG. PROJ_NAME. 

i 

For the example USERS celation of section 5.1.4, user Luadin 

will match the following group names with the above query: 

LUNDIN, GROUP}, GROUP2, and GENERAL. (As mentioned earlier, 

a value of "*" in the relation will match any value in the 

query predicate). The user must provide the passwords for 

each of these groups, except for GENERAL, in order to use 

the rights of each one. A user can exclude himself or her- 

self from a group for a terminal session by withholding its 

password. 

After log-in, the authorization information pertinent 

to this user must be gathered together {into the user's 

"franchise") in order to make access decisions in response 

to access requests by the user. The creation of the user's 

franchise is discussed next.
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5.2.2 Determining the User Franchise 

After log-in, in anticipation of having to make access 

decisions on user requests, the enforcement process creates 

a temporary relation containing that authorization inforaa- 

tion from AUTHS which is pertinent to just this user and ais 

or her user groups. This set of authorization tuples is 

called the user's franchise and its computation corresponds 

to step 2 of the enforcement algorithm given in section 2.3. 

INTO FRANCHISE 

RETRIEVE * 
FROM AUTHS 

WHERE AUTAS. GROUP NAME IS IN UG.GROUP_ NAME 

Given that the user's franchise is non-eapty, the requesting 

user is now legally occupying the system and has access 

rights to some parts of the database. FRANCHISE defines 

this user‘s access rights for this terminal session until 

logout, or until some change in authorization reguires 

FRANCHISE to be computed, dynamically, again. Lundin's 

franchise contains tuples 4 through 8 and 10 through 12 of 

AUTHS (see section 5.1.4) by virtue of his membership in 

GENERAL, GROUP1, and G ROUP2. |
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5.3 MAKING AN ACCESS DECISION 

  

The enforcement process will be described in teras of 

Single variable (single relation) queries. it has been 

shown [WONGE76] that all queries can be decomposed intoa 

set of Single variable queries. In SEQUEL, a nested guery 

is an illustration of a aulti-variable query. Assume the 

existence of a second data relation, 

DEPART (DNO, MGR, FLOOR). 

DEPART gives, for each departwent nuaber, the name of its 

Manager and the floor {of the building) on which it is 

located. <A query which reguests the nages of all peopie who 

work on the seventh floor is: 

SELECT NAME 

FROM ENP 

WHERE DEPT IS IN 

SELECT DNO 
FROM DEPART 

WHERE FLOOR = 7 

The inner and outer parts of this nested yuery can each 

be treated as a single variable query, even though such a 

view may not reflect the way in which retrieval is imple- 

mented. Under a partial enforcement policy, each part would 

retrieve only those tuples passing the data dependent secur- 

ity checks for the corresponding relation.
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In order to illustrate the enforcement process, suppose 

that Lundin enters this guery into the UAM: 

RETRIEVE NAME, SALARY 

PROM EMP 

WHERE SALARY < 13,000. 

Initial parsing determines and stores the query attributes 

in a temporary relation, Q, aS Saown here: 

Q: OPERATION RELATION ATTRIBUTES WHERE COND 

RETRIEVE EMP 1010 SALARY < 13,000 

The ATTRIBUTES value in Q denotes all attributes of EMP 

that appear anywhere in the query. In general, tais refers 

to all attributes in RETRIEVE, UPDATE, or WHERE ciauses. 

INSERT and DELETE commands, which affect whole tupies, imply 

that all attributes of tae relation are involved. 

Previous sections (5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively) have 

detailed steps 1 and 2 of the enforcement process (section 

2.3). Next to be considered are the data subsets described 

in steps 3 and 4 of section 2.3. The use of a relational 

data model and the bit-coded ATTRIBUTES attribute simplifies 

these concepts. The data subsets of step 3 in the enforce- 

ment algorithm are those data relation projections defined 

in RELATION and ATTRIBUTES of FRANCHISE which overlap D{q), 

the reguested data subset. D{q) is coaposed of Q. RELATION 

and Q.~ ATTRIBUTES, taken together. In section 2.3, overlap 

of the requested data, D(q), and the data defined in an
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authorization, Dip), was determined by: D{q) XB D(p) 7 {}- 

In the implementation model that overlap is determined by 

this predicate: 

FRANCHIS E. RELATION = Q. RELATION 

AND FRANCHISE. ATTRIBUTES 8 

Q.ATTRIBUTES 

where @ is the logical OR over the bits of a bit-by-bit AND 

over the bits of the two ATTRIBUTES values being compared. 

Specifically, if A and B are bit coded as {a1 a2... an) and 

(b1 b2 ... bn), then A ® B= {a1 & DI) vw (a2 & b2) Vv wee VV 

{an & bn). Practically, A® 5B has a truth value of one 

("true") if A and B have a value of one in common at any of 

the bit positions ({i.e., if A and B have any overlap). 

The computation of the franchise af the guery, F(y), in 

Step (6) of section 2.3, combines the results of steps (2), 

(4), and (5). In the implementation model, F(q) is computed 

as follows: 

Into FQ 
RETRIEVE * 
FROM FRANCHISE 

WHERE Q. OPERATION IS IN FRANCHISE.OPERATION 

AND Q.~RELATION = FRANCHISE. RELATION 

AND Q. ATTRIBUTES @® FRANCHISE.ATTRIBUTES 

The important attributes of FQ are shown below, for the 

examples



wn
 

nd
 

  “y 

RELATION | ATTRI- 

  

j | ACCESS. ] 
i | BUTZS | CONDITION | 
j | ] i 
' + + 4 
j EMP 4} 1010 4 cu 1 
i EMP j 1001 4| cS i 
i EMP jy 1000 | C6 1 
i j i j 
  

In the relational database iaplementation, again, this is a 

very simple operation. In the example, Lundin's reguest 

results in having FQ contain tuples 10, 11, and 12 of AUTHS 

(which, by this point, were in FRANCHISE per section 5.2.2). 

Formally, in step 6 of the enforcement algorithm, tibis coa- 

putation is: 

Fig) = {peP | u(q)€U(p) & Dig) MY Dip)FU & 9 (g)E0(p)} 

The characteristic function defining this set is a boolean 

predicate of three ANDed factors. The first, u(q)GU(p), was 

taken into account when FRANCHISE was computed froa AUTHS 

(see section 5.2.2). This is computed at log-in rather than 

at query processing time, because of performance considera- 

tions. The second and third factors of F(g) are represented 

by the WHERE clause in the above query. 

D*(q), the "data reference", and its covering of D(q), 

the requested data subset, are next to be considered. In 

the implementation model, D¥*({q) is Simply the projectioa of 

FQ over RELATION and ATTRIBUTES. Since a partial enforce-
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ment policy [HARTH77] will be implemented, the question of 

covering can be solved simply by setting 

D(q) = D(q) XN D*(q) 

as in step 7 of the enforcement algorithm (see section 2.3). 

Within the implementation described here, both D*({g)--all of 

its tuples--and D(q) refer to the same relation, nasely 

Q.RELATION (which is EMP in the exaaple). Therefore, the 

above equation is satisfied by projecting the user query 

response tuples over attributes allowed by D*{q). The 

allowed attributes are indicated by the presence of a “one" 

in the ATTRIBUTES of a D*{q tuple. In other words, the set 

of allowed attributes is denoted by "ones" in an OR taken 

down each column of bits in the ATTRIBUTES values of FG In 

the example, the ATTRIBUTES values of the D*(g) tuples are 

1010, 1001, and 1000. The bit-wise OR over these values 

yields 1011, meaning that only NAME, SALARY, and DEPT can be 

returned to Lundin for this query. Thus, the reguest, 

involving only attributes NAME and SALARY, is indeed covered 

by D*#(g). This step enforces all query dependent conditions 

(see section 3.2). 

In step (8) of the enforcement algorithm, F{g) is par- 

titioned into eguivalence classes based on elements of 

D*¥ (gq). These partitions are groups of tuples in F(g) hawing 

the same value for ATTRIBUTES. Each such group has its
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ACCESS _CONDITIONs ORed together. In this example, each of 

the three tuples of F(g) is a class by itself. 

The resulting predicates for classes are then ANDed 

together to form the Effective Access Condition (EAC) of 

Step (9), which represents all system dependent and data 

dependent conditions {see sections 3.1 and 3.2). in the 

tt example, EAC CH 6 C5 % C6. The evaluation of the EAC is 

discussed in section 5.5. 

5.4 ENFORCEMENT OF AUTHORIZATION 

  

Enforcement of all access operations on USERS aad 

SCHEMAS is via authorizations stored in AUTHS, exactly the 

Same as for operations on data relations. In controlling 

access to itself, AUTHS is used ina Slightly different way, 

involving OWNership. In particular, enforcement for author- 

ization insertion (and update) depends not on Q (the request 

to make an authorization), but on the contents of the tuple 

{the authorization itself) to be inserted (or updated). As 

an example, consider the reguest to insert a tuple granting 

GROUP 1 the right to update NAME and SALARY in EMP for 

    

records having DEPT = 'D1*. This request appears in Q as 

Eollows: 

Q: OPERATION RELATION ATTRIBUTES WHERE COND. 

INSERT AUTHS * *
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The important dependency in computing FA, the franchise for 

an authorization, is on the new (incoming) tuple for AUTHS: 

INTO FA 
RETRIEVE * 

FROM FRANCHISE 

WHERE ('ONN* IS IN FRANCHISE. OPERATION 

OR *SUBOWN' IS IN FRANCHISE.OPERATION) 

AND NEW(AUTHS.RELATION) = FRANCHISE. RELATION 

The requesting authorizer can have OWN as an OPERATION 

in his or her FRANCHISE only by being the creator of the 

relation in question. He or she can have SUBOWN as an oper- 

ation by being a subowner. A subowner is one to whom owner- 

Ship is granted by the creating owner. In general, the 

SUBOWN operation for a subowner can have an access condition 

predicate attached, making subownership a dynamic attribute. 

Requests to RETRIEVE from AUTHS are dependent on the tuples 

affected and are primarily governed by tuple 7 of AUTHS (see 

section 5.1.4). DELETE (and UPDATE) operations on AUTHS 

involve some potentially complex questions about revocation 

policy [ GRIFP76]. 

The USERS and SCHEMAS relations could have a "DEFINER*® 

column for the USER_ID of the person who entered each tuple. 

This would be useful for supporting policies that allow 

deletion or modification only by the person who originally 

made the definitions. The database approach to protection 

allows such flexibility in responding to a broad range of
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policies by changing the PDB structure and contents (and 

sometimes the queries posed against the PDB by the enforce- 

ment process), but not changing the basic mechanisas that 

operate on the PDB. 

5.5 THE TREATMENT OF ACCESS CONDITIONS AS BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

  

  

  

Bach access condition will actually create up to three 

tuples in the CONDITIONS relation. . One tuple will contain 

the access condition, as typed in by the authorizer. The 

second tuple will contain the part of the condition which 

can be evaluated before data retrieval and the third tupie 

contains the part which is data dependent. Simple predi- 

cates ace of the fora: <attribute_nasme> 

<arithmetic_comparison_operatopD <value>. Predicates, Sia- 

ple predicates connected with logical operators, are parsed 

and stored as coded strings. Attribute names are given aun 

ecrical codes that refer to the ordinal positions of the 

attributes (and their relations) in SCHEMAS. Certain systes 

variables {(e.g., the time clock) are given special attribute 

numbers. Arithmetic cosparison operators (= sF%e<e>eSs2) and 

logical operators (AND, OR) are given nuserical codes, too. 

A value is stored as a variable length item with its length 

coded as part of the value. S%hen needed, a predicate can be 

rapidly expanded into a very simple logic tree and evalu- 

ated.



Chapter VI 

PRELIMINABLES TO PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS 

MULTISAFE, as with any computer system of some size and 

complexity, has various devices available for data storage. 

While there is no attempt being made to describe the type of 

hardware devices which could comprise MULTISAPE, it will be 

assumed, for the purposes of this paper, that the various 

relations in the User database and the Protection database 

are stored on disks. It is possible that any relation in 

the User database and most of the relations in the Protec- 

tion database have the potential to hecome quite large. 

Some of these relations my not be referenced at ail for 

varying lengths of tine. These are some of the reasons 

disks have been chosen as the storage media for the rela- 

tions in the syster. During the course of any discussions, 

it will be explicitly stated that a relation is stored in 

Main (primacy) memory if it is believed that such an assunp- 

tion is valid. 

With relations being stored on disks, MULTISAFE will be 

constantly needing to perform retrievals of tuples fron 

disk. In current multiprogragming systeas, during the tine 

needed to retrieve a tuple from disk, many instructions 

related to the processing of already retrieved data can be 

62
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executed by a processing unit, using primary memory where 

applicable. It will be assumed in aany of the sections that 

processing of one tuple can be completed before another 

tuple has been retrieved to be processed. In oacder that 

these processes can be performed simultaneously, it will be 

assumed that MULTISAPE uses a double buffering scheme to 

retrieve data [WEIDG77]. In this scheme, two buffers exist 

in primary memory, any one of which aay be selected as a 

place for retrieved data to he stored. Whiie the second 

buffer is being filled, the data in the first buffer can be 

processed. Upon coapletion of this processing, the first 

buffer becomes available. Once the second buffer has been 

filled, the data in it is processed while the first buffer 

is reused asa place to stor new data being retrieved. 

This process continues until all data has been retrieved aad 

processed. If two buffers are not enoagh for a particular 

task, it will be assumed that sore buffers are availiable as 

needed. 

6.1 PRELIMINARY INPORMATION CONCERNING THE EQUATIONS 

A large number of perforaance eguations are developed 

in succeeding chapters. They are given tceference nuabers 

enclosed in "{)", such as "(7.2)". They show the tise 

needed to complete different types of processing. Some of
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the variables in the eguations have subscripts which are 

enclosed in "[{ j®, such as B[Uj. The names chosen for vafria- 

bles and subscripts are intended to provide some aneaonic 

clues concerning their meanings. A complete list of varia- 

bles with descriptions of their meanings can be found in the 

appendix. 

Three major sets of equations are developed. The first 

set represents the time needed to process ai user login. 

These equations eventually lead to one eguation which saodels 

the entire login procedure. The second set models the pro- 

tection enforcement processing time for gueries. One equa- 

tion is developed which shows the tise needed to perfora 

preliminary processing on a query. Aas will be seen, the 

steps of this process are the same for any given database 

query. Then, equations are developed which sodel the time 

to complete processing of a group of several gueries. Each 

query in the group has one associated access condition which 

represents one of the data dependencies discussed in section 

3.3 and all of its subsections. In addition, the queries 

are assumed to have one user-defined access condition, oar 

predicate, which narrows down the list of tuples, retrieved 

from the user's reguested relation, that are potential can- 

didates to be returned to the user. These two assumptions 

are Similar in nature to those in [BANEJ78]. Whether a
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tuple is returned depends on the access decision made using 

the access condition. The tizes to perform preliminary pro- 

cessing and to complete processing of a query are coabined 

to form an equation which shows the tise to process a given 

quer y. 

The last set of equations developed are concerned with 

the same set of user queries discussed in the previous para- 

graph. This time the focus is on enhanceaentsS which can 

take place in the performance of HULTISAFE. Because of the 

modular nature of MULTISAFE, certain processes can proceed 

Simultaneously. | Turnaround time for user queries is 

decreased as a result. While it is beyond the scope of this 

paper to describe every enhancement in performance which caa 

exist in MOULTISAPE, several are pointed out and their effect 

exhibited on the performance equations concerning the user 

queries which were previously described. 

6.2 ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING TUPLE RETRIEVAL 

For each of the types of gueries considered, the foi- 

lowing assumptions will hold: 

1. The attribute referenced in the predicate of a guery 

is a secondary key into the relation being queried. 

2. An index exists on that key. This index is a B-tree 

(COMED79], with x levels.
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From [ WIEDG77], the time Rf to retrieve a block of data 

from disk given that the starting address of the block is 

known is: 

R' = strtbtt (6. 1)* 

where s is the seek tigze needed by the disk read/write head 

to move to the proper track, ris the rcotational latency 

time for the beginning of the desired block to rotate under 

the disk head, and btt is the block transfer time, that is, 

the time to transfer the block of data from tae disk to pri- 

macy memory. 

Using equation (6.1), let 

R St+rebtt+P 

= R'#pP (6.2) 

where P is the amount of CPU processing time needed to det- 

ermine the address of a desired block of data. Assuging 

that a needed tuple is located ina block of data whose disk 

address can be detergined, equation (6.2) is the time needed 

to retrieve one tuple from disk. This variable 8 will be 

used throughout the paper in various eguations. 

Finally, given the value R and the assumptions about an 

index with X ievels on a secondary key, the time needed to 

retrieve one tuple from disk using a B-tree index is: 

  a Vl > <r TEN eek A oe 

*See the appendix for a coaplete description of the perfor- 
mance variables.
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TLV} = (1#x) (stct#btt+P) 

= (1#x)R (6. 3) 

This equation is taken from [WIEDG77}. Each progression 

through a level of the B-tree index reguires one disk 

access. When the last level has been retrieved, one sore 

access is needed to get the desired tuple. fhe address of 

the tuple to be retrieved is determined from information 

contained in the last level of the B-tree. 

The assumption that related tuples are physically clus- 

tered on disk [ASTRM76] will not be made. If n tuples are 

to be retrieved in response to a guery, it will be assumed 

that n disk accesses are needed to get them, if only one 

index has been followed. Of course, the information stored 

in the bottom level of the index, which resides in prigary 

memory once all preceding levels have been passed through, 

can be used to retrieve each of the a tuples. Thus, the 

time needed to retrieve n tuples from disk using the one 

index is: 

T[n] = (n+x)R (6.4) 

Several of the performance equations developed in suc- 

ceeding sections reflect the fact that sore than one rela- 

tion has been referenced. Each corresponding B-tree index 

may have a different number of levels. In addition, the 

time R to retrieve one tuple from disk may be different for
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various relations because of differences in the correspond- 

ing variables which make up equations 6.2 and 6.3. In these 

equations the corresponding variables x and R will be sub- 

scripted to differentiate then.



Chapter VII 

PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS FOR USER LOGIN 

In the sections below, one eguation will be developed 

Which indicates the time it takes for MULTISAFE to process a 

login request from a user. The login steps described in 

previous sections will be summarized below. Various assunp- 

tions will be discussed as well. 

The Protection and Security module, or PSM, processes 

all login requests. It accesses information stored in rela- 

tions which are located in the Protection database, or PDB. 

The assumptions detailed in the previous chapter regarding 

the use of B-tree indices to access tuples apply to any PDB 

relations accessed by the PSM. 

The following is a list of variables which are used in 

this Chapter: 

j-- the number of user profile tuples retrieved from 

the USERS relation. 

k -- the number of user group tuples retrieved fron 

the USERS celation. 

m@-- the namber of authorization tuples retrieved 

from the AUTHS relation. 

P -- a guantity of CPU processing time. 

p -- the probability of an event. 

R -- the time to retrieve a tuple from a relation. 

69
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x1-- the number of levels in a B-tree index into 

the USERS relation. 

x2 -- the number of levels in another B-tree index 

into the USERS relation. 

x3 ~~ the number of levels in a B-tree index into 

the AUTHS relation. 

7.1 PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS FOR A SUCCESSFUL LOGIN 

  

Performance eguations for a typical successful user 

login into the MULTISAFE system will now be derived. The 

asSumptions which were made in section 6.2 about retrieval 

of tuples and relations in general apply in this discussion. 

Several temporary relations used to store iaternaediate 

results acquired during login processing will be assusged to 

reside in primary memory. Thus, any tuples retrieved fron 

these relations will not involve any disk accesses. 

The steps involved in processing a login request, as 

detailed in chapter V of this paper and in [HA&TH80] are 

summarized below. Some intermediate equations are developed 

as well. 

1. MULTISAFE identifies itself to the user attempting 

to log in and requests user profile parameters. 

The user enters a set of parameters, which are 

stored in a temporary relation called L. The 

relation L is assumed to reside in primary
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wemory. MULTISAFE enters the user's terminal 

number into L. Some processing time P is used 

to create L and to store the parameters. 

2. Using the parameters stored in L, the PSM gener- 

ates a query which reguests retrieval of one or 

more user profile tuples froma the USERS relatioa. 

An amount of processing time P is consuped in 

generating and parsing this query. Since USERS 

resides in the PDB, soge disk accesses are needed 

to move through the index and retrieve the desired 

tuples from USERS. Assume that the B-tree index 

used here has x1 levels. The PSM must perform one 

disk access for each user profile tuple retrieved 

from USERS. Assuae that j such tuples are re- 

trieved. Information in the tuples retrieved froa 

USERS is stored in a temporary primary memory res- 

ident relation called LOG. 

Note that the equation developed at this point begins 

where the parameters in step 1 are stored in the newly 

created relation L. The time needed by the user to type his 

or her userid and password is not pact of this equation. 

Steps 1 and 2 lead to the following eguation: 

C[ profile] = P + (j+x1) A[ USERS] {Je 1)
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3. The PSM generates a query to the USERS relation 

which retrieves group names and passwords into 

UG of all user groups to which the logging in 

user belongs. Some processing time P is needed 

to generate this guery. ‘the PSM aust perform 

several disk accesses to move through the appro- 

priate B-tree index. This index may be a differ- 

ent index than the one used in step 2. As a re- 

sult, it may not contain the same number of levels. 

Assume, then, that there are x2 levels in it. 

Once the last level of the index has been re- 

trieved, (based on assumptions outlined in the 

previous chapter) the PSM must perform one disk 

access for every desired tuple to be retrieved. 

Assume that k user group tuples are retrieved 

from USERS. As above, the time needed by a user 

to type group passwords is not included in the 

equation below. Step 3 leads to the following 

performance equation: 

CL usergps ] = P + (k#x2)R[ USERS j (7.2) 

4. The final step in the process is the creation of 

this user's FRANCHISE relation. All tuples in 

the AUTHS relation which reference any of the user 

groups in UG are retrieved and placed in FRANCHISE.
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Assume that m such tuples are retrieved. Similar 

to eguation (7.2), there will be some processing 

time P needed to generate a query, plus (m+x3) 

disk accesses to retrieve the a tuples from AUTHS, 

where x3 is the number of levels in the B-tree 

index to the desired tuples. The equation for 

this step is thus: 

CLauths] = P + (m#x3)R[ AUTHS ] (7. 3) 

The performance equation which represeats the tine 

needed to process a successful login is found by linearly 

combining eguations (7.1) through (7.3). Since CPU process- 

ing times are not being broken down in detail, the values of 

P in each of the above three eguations are combined into one 

overall value EF in the equation below. This process of con- 

bining values of P will be done several other times in this 

paper as well. 

The following performance equation for the time to pro- 

cess a successful login is produced: 

C[ slogin] C{ profile] + C[usergps] + CLauths] 

P + (j+x1)R[ USERS] + (k4#x2)R[USERS ] 

+ (m+x3) R[ AUTHS ] 

Pt (jt kext x2) Rl USERS ) 

+ (mtx 3) R[ AUTHS ] (724)
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7.2 PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS FOR AN UNSUCCESSFUL LOGIN 

There are several places during the MULTISAFE login 

procedure where a user login could be aborted. These possi- 

bilities and any resulting changes to the equations devel- 

oped in the previous section will be considered below. 

1. Login could fail for a user if an incorrect user 

ID, password, account number, and/or project nua- 

ber was supplied. The login failure occurs shea 

an atterapt is made to retrieve user profile tuples 

from the users relation. No suca tuples will pe 

found. Depending on administrative policy, the 

user might be given a few more chances to log in, 

in the event of a typing error, for example. Extra 

login attempts and the time to process them will 

not be considered here. Once the last level of 

the index being used has been retrieved, it can 

be determined that there is no tuple with parana- 

eters matching those supplied by the user. Thus 

there will be only x1 disk accesses performed 

instead of j#x1 as in eguation 7.1. Otherwise 

there are no further alterations needed in 7.1. 

The amount of CPU processing time will undoubtedly 

be different, but since no breakdown of CPU time 

is being considered this difference will not pe
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reflected in 7.5. This discussion leads to the 

following equation: 

C(flogin?] = PB # (x1) R[ USERS] (7.5) 

2e If an individual user profile tuple is located, 

the USERS relation is again queried for group nua- 

bers of user groups to which the user belongs. Re- 

call from the discussion in section 5.1.2 that a 

legal user is a member of at least two groups. 

These groups are the group represented by the 

individual profile tuples returned in the previous 

step, and a general group whose members have a set 

of minimal access rights to data in the database. 

Thus the rcequest for group nuabers returns at 

least the number of the general group, pilus perhaps 

the numbers of other groups which contain the user 

aS a member. Login will not fail at this point, 

which implies that equation 7.2 remains unchanged. 

A final step for a potential login failure can 

occur if no tuples are returned from the AUTHS 

relation for storage in the PRANCHISE relation. 

Instead of (m#x3) disk accesses, oaly x3 accesses 

are needed to determine that no AUTHS tuples should 

be returned. Equation 7.3 is changed as described 

above to:
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C[noauths ] = P # (x3) R[ AUTHS ] (7.6) 

The complete equation at this step is formed by combin- 

ing 7.6 with the equations 7.5 and 7.2 which give the time 

needed to process steps that are completed before this step. 

The following equation is produced: 

tt C { flogin2] = C[ profile ] + C[usergps] + C{noauths ] 

(t P + (x<1)R[ USERS] + (k#x2) RE OSERS j 

+ (x3) RL AUTHS ] 

ul P + (k#x1#x2) B[ USERS j 

+ (x3) R[ AUTHS j (7.7) 

Notice that once again the CPU processing times in the three 

equations which were added together have keen combined into 

one variable P. 

7.3 TOTAL LOGIN PERFORMANCE EQUATION 

One equation will now be developed which describes the 

login procedure in detail by using the eguations developed 

in the previous sections. 

An eguation for a successful login was developed. Then 

two places in the login procedure where login could fail 

were identified. In the latter two cases equations describ-
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ing the login procedure up through the points of failure 

were developed. These three cases are assumed to make upa 

list of all possible outcomes of an attempted iogin. As 

such, this list of outcomes is mutually exclusive and 

exhaustive. Each outcome, or event, has a certain probabil- 

ity of occurring. The events are defined as follows: 

1. S = event of a successful login, as described by 

equation 7.4. 

2e Fi = event that a user supplies incorrect user 

parameters, as described by equation 7.5. 

3. F2 = event that no tuples are returned from the 

AUTHS relation, as described by eguation 7.7. 

The probabilities associated with these events are defined 

as follows: 

1. PR{(S) = pls]. 

2. PR(F1) = p[f1]. 

pLf2}. 

The fact that the three events are mutually exclusive and 

ii 3. PR(F2) 

exhaustive implies that p{s ]+p[f1]J+p[ £2] = 1. 

The equation which totally describes the login proce- 

dure is found by multiplying the equations which describe 

each of the possible outcomes of an attempted login by their 

respective probabilities.
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C[{tlogin] p[s Ee [slogin} + p[fi]c{ flogia 1] 

+ p[f2 }C[flogin2 ] 

pis ]{P + (j+k4x 14+x2) Bf USERS] 

+ (m+x3) R[ AUTHS ]} 

+p[£1]{P + (x1)R[ USERS }} 

#p[£2]@P + (k+x1ex2) Rl USERS] 

+ (x3) RL AUTHS }} 

= P # p[s ](jtk+#x1+x2) R[ USERS] 

+ pl Sj (s+ x3) RL AUTHS } 

+ p[£1](x1) R[USERS] 

+ pl £2] (k#x14#x2) RE USERS ] 

+ p (£2) (x3) R[ AUTHS } 

= Pt REUSERS }{p[ s]{j tk #x1¢z2) + pj £1] (x1) 

+ p[ £2 ] (k+x1+ x2) } 

+ R[AUTHS j{p[s }(m+x3) + p (£2) (x3)} 

= P + RCLUSERSJ{jpis] + (pi s}*pl £2]) (kext+x2) 

+ p[ £1] (x1)} + RL AUTHS ]{up(s] 

(x3) (p[s }+ p[f 2 ]} (7. 8) - 

724 EXAMPLE 

Using calculations from section 7.3, assign the folloyw- 

ing values to the variables in equation 7.8:
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processing tine: P = 7 as 
tuple retrieval time: RL USERS] = 70 as 
tuples retrieved from USERS: k = 5 tuples 
tuples retrieved from USERS: j = 2 tuples 
levels in an index into USERS: x1 = 3 levels 
levels in an index into USERS: x2 = 4 levels 
tuple retrieval time: R[ AUTHS ] = 60 as 
tuples retrieved from AUTHS: a = 70 tuples 
levels in an index into AUTHS: x3 = 5 levels 
probability of a successful 

login: ps] = 0.80 
probability of incorrect user 

parameters: pL £1] = 9.19 
probahility of no authorization 

tuples: pl £2) = 0.01 

These values, although arbitrary, were selected with the aid 

of [BANEJ78], [DONOJ72], [HAMAV79], and [WIEDG77]. The tine 

needed to completely process a login reyuest via equation 

7.8 with the above values is: 

C{ tlogin} P + RE USERS]{jp[s] + (p[ s]+p[ £2]) (ktx1+x2) 

pL £1j(x1)} + R{AUTHS }{ap[s] 
+ (x3) (p[s]}*p[f£2]}} 

+ 

= 1 + 70{2(0.80) + (0.8040.01) (54344) 

+ 0.19(3)} + 60{10(0.80) # 5(0.80#0.01)} 

= 1+ 70{[1.6+9.72+0.57} + 60 {844.05} 

= 4 + 70(711.89) + 60( 12.05) 

= 7 + 832.3 + 723 

= 1556.3 ms



Chapter VIII 

PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS FOR QUERY PROCESSING 

in this chapter performance equations which are eyuiva- 

lent to the time needed for query processing in MULTI SAPE 

will be developed. First, equations will be developed which 

show the time it takes to process gueries up to the point at 

Which any access conditions must be evaluated. No satter 

what query is being processed, the steps up to access condi- 

tion evaluation are the same. Then the various types af 

data dependencies, which were discussed in sections 3.3.1 

througa 3.3.5.5, will be considered, and performance egua- 

tions developed which show the time needed to process guer- 

ies with simple access conditions which are representative 

of the data dependencies. 

Finally, places in the process where there is a prob- 

ability of partial or full enforcement of access conditions 

taking place will be considered. AS a result of partial 

enforcement a user may be ligaited in some manner to the 

amount of information he or she is allowed to view in res- 

ponse to a guery. As a result of full enforcement a user 

may have his or her query rejected. 

80
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8.1 PRELIMINARY QUERY PROCESSING 

In the next few sections equations will be developed 

which describe the preliminary processing done for each 

query submitted by a user. The discussion will lead to one 

equation which totally describes this process. This equa- 

tion will take into account possible points in the process 

where a query could be rejected. 

fhe following variables are used in this section: 

gj ~~ the nuaber of tuples retrieved from the CONDITIONS 

relation. 

P--~ a quantity of CPU processing tine. 

p-~-- the probability of an event. 

R -- the time to retrieve a tuple from a relation. 

x -- the number of levels ina B-tree index into the 

CONDITIONS relation. 

8.1.1 Equations for Preliminary Processing 

The steps below are a summary of the preliginary query 

processing steps undertaken by MULTISAFE. The material in 

this section is taken from [ HAHTH76a ] and [ HART HS8O j. For a 

more complete discussion of these steps, the reader should 

consult these two references. 

1. Once a user has submitted a guery it is analyzed 

and parsed.j{ Query attributes are stored in a
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temporary relation called Q. 

MULTISAFE generates a guery which creates the 

franchise of the query. The user's FRANCHISE 

relation, which was created when the user logged 

in, and the Q relation are used to create this 

franchise relation, FQ. Since it is being assuaed 

that both FRANCHISE and Q are stored in primary 

memory, no disk accesses are required to Compute 

FQ. 

The data reference D*(g) and its covering of D(qg), 

the requested data subset, are next to be computed. 

The ATTRIBUTES field of the FQ relation is used to 

compute these items. As FQ is currently in prigary 

memory, only a quantity of processing time P is 

used here. This step enforces all guery dependent 

access conditions. 

MULTISAFE then computes the Effective Access 

Condition for the guery. FQ is partitioned into 

equivalence classes based on elements of D* (gq). 

Each class has its access conditions ORed together. 

The resulting predicates for the classes are then 

ANDed together to form the EAC. Once again, only 

a quantity of processing time P is used ia this 

step.
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5. Now that the FAC has been formed, using the 

ACCESS CONDITION pointers stored in FQ, the 

actual predicates which are addressed by the 

FQ ACCESS _CONDITION pointers must be retrieved 

from the CONDITIONS relation, which is stored 

ia the PDB. Assume that there exists a B-tree 

index into CONDITIONS which has x levels, and 

that g predicate tuples are retrieved using this 

index. 

From steps 1 through 5, equation 8.1 is produced: 

C[ EAC] = P + (gtx) R[CONDITIONS ] (8. 1) 

Equation 8.1 represents the steps necessary to complete 

the preliminary processing of any user request. From this 

point on, in order to finish processing a user guery, asso- 

Ciated access conditions must be evaluated and tuples froa 

the requested relation aust be retrieved. Before the steps 

needed to do these things are considered, the equation 

developed above for preliminary processing will be completed 

by discussing points where partial or full enforcement of 

preliminary access conditions takes place. At some of these 

points, the potential exists for a query to be denied.
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8.1.2 The Effects of Enforcement Policies 

During the preliminary processing of a guery, there are 

several points where the evaluation of a query could end 

because of a full enforcement policy being applied, or where 

certain restrictions may be imposed on information the user 

is eventually allowed to view because of a partial enforce- 

ment policy taking effect. The effects of the application 

of one or more full enforcement policies are of greater con- 

cern here. AS stated, the effect of enforcing such a policy 

may be to ismediately halt further processing of the query 

and deny it completely. The probabilities of a query suc- 

cessfully passing through such potential denial points dur- 

ing processing must be considered. Application of partial 

enforcement policies will not cause query denial, but may 

further limit the amount of information the user is allowed 

to view. 

Referring to the preliminary query processing steps 

outlined in the previous section, once a user's guery 15 

parsed (step 1), in step 2 an attempt is made to create the 

franchise of the query. The user's FRANCHISE celation and 

the Q relation, in which the attributes of the parsed guery 

currently reside, are used to create the FQ relation. If 

there are no tuples from FRANCHISE that are retrieved iato
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FO, then a full enforcement policy must igmediately be 

applied that denies the userts guery. Why this policy is 

applied becomes clear by considering aS an example the case 

of a user attempting to retrieve tuples from an EMPLOYEE 

relation. If there are not any tuples in FRANCHISE which 

refer to retrieval operations from EMPLOYEE, then the user 

is not allowed to look at any information in EMPLOYEE. if 

there are some tuples in FRANCHISE which refer to retrieval 

operations from EMPLOYEE, but the bit code in the ATTRIBUTES 

field of the Q relation does not have any overlap with any 

of the bit codes in these FRANCHISE tuples, then the user is 

not allowed to look at the fields of EMPLOYEE which are 

referred to in the Q.ATTRIBUTES bit code. 

Based on the above discussion, query processing could 

potentially come to a halt after FQ is created. Let pi be 

the probability that the query passes this point of enforce- 

ment and proceeds onward for further processing. 

in step 3 of the previous section, the data reference 

and the requested data subset are cosputed. In this step, 

the attributes, or fields, of the requested relation taat 

the user is allowed to see are determined. Each tuple in FQ 

contains a bit code that defines the attributes in the 

reguested relation that are addressed by the access condi- 

tion predicate in the tuple. By computing the OR down the
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colmns of bits in FQ.ATTRIBUTES the entire list of allowed 

attributes is detersined. Under an “"all-or-nothing” full 

enforcement policy, if this list of attributes did not coa- 

pletely cover the attributes that are reflected in the 

user's query jas indicated by the bit code in Q. ATTRIBUTES), 

then the query would immediately be denied. In section 5.3, 

however, it is stated that a partial enforcement policy is 

being implemented which will allow the user access to those 

attributes of the requested relation that are covered by 

D* (gq). Thus, while the user may not be allowed to view all 

of his or her requested attributes, the user will at least 

get to see some of the attributes (assuming that the query 

passes future enforcement checks). 

One final point to consider concerning the allowed 

attributes is the possibility that, after the OR of the 

columns of FQ.ATTRIBUTES bit codes is conputed, the result- 

ing bit code does not cover any of the user's reguested 

attributes. Lf this condition could occur, then there is a 

possibility that the user's query would have to be denied. 

It becomes clear tht this condition cannot occur by exagin- 

ing once again the process by which the (franchise of the 

query) relation FQ was formed. For a tuple from the user's 

FRANCHISE relation to be included in FQ, one of the condi- 

tions that it had to satisfy was that its bit code had to
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have some overlap with the bit code in (¢. ATTRIBUTES. Thus, 

each tuple in FQ covers at least one of the user's requested 

attributes, which implies that the bit code formed from the 

OR of the FQ.ATTRIBUTES bit codes covers at least one of the 

reguested attributes. 

Therefore, Since a partial enforceaent policy is in 

effect, the above discussion shows that at least one, and 

possibly all, of the user's reguested attributes are allowed 

by the data reference covering. There is no chance for 

query denial here, and so the user's guery passes to the 

next step. 

The effective access condition, or EAC, is computed in 

step 4 of the previous section. In this step, it is decided 

exactly how the various individual access conditions will be 

combined to form the EAC. Actually, only the pointers in 

FQ.ACCESS CONDITION are manipulated. Once the EAC is 

created, the actual access conditions are retrieved from tae 

CONDITIONS relation. 

Now begins the process of evaluating the access condi- 

tions. Some conditions depend on information stored in the 

database. These data dependent conditions will be consid- 

ered later in the paper. Other systems dependent conditions 

can be evaluated before tuple retrieval is begun. There is 

the possibility that after evaluating any such conditions
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the guery may be denied. If one suca access condition, for 

example, is that the current time of day must be between 8 

A.-M. and 5 P.M. before the usec can access a data relation, 

and the user has submitted the query at 7 P.M, then the 

query can immediately be denied, if evaluation of this con- 

dition gives the EAC a value of false. Ii this condition, 

known to be false for this query, is ORed with a data depen- 

dent condition, then it cannot be determined whether to deny 

this query at this time. Nevertheless, there is a chance 

that the guery could be denied. Assume that the query suc- 

cessfully passes this point with probability p2. 

8.1.3 Total Equation for Query Processing 

Using the probabilities discussed in the previous sec- 

tion, one eguation will now be developed which shows the 

time needed to complete preliminary processing. A summary 

of the steps discussed above is now presented. 

1. The guery is parsed, and an attempt is made to 

create the franchise of the query. The probability 

of a guery continuing to the next processing phase 

is pi. 

2. The data reference covering of allowed attributes 

is computed. There may be a partial enforcement 

policy applied which limits the azount of iafor- 

mation the user eventually will see, but the query
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does pass through this step with no chance of 

denial. 

3. The effective access condition is created. All 

relevant access conditions are retrieved from the 

CONDITIONS relation. No enforcement policies are 

applied during this processing phase, so the query 

is passed to the nxt step. 

4. Any system dependent conditions which are part of 

the EAC are evaluated. Depending on the contents 

of the EAC and the current state of the MULTISAFE 

systema, it is possible that the query could now be 

denied. The probability that the query success- 

fully passes this phase of processing is p2. 

The following eguation is derived using equation 8.1 

and the probabilities pl and p2: 

C[{qproc] = P +# pt (Pt (g#x) R[ CONDITIONS } 

+ p2(C[ qcompn })) (8.2) 

The first P includes the primary memory processing time 

needed to parse the guery and create the franchise of the 

query. The second P includes the processing time to compute 

the allowed attributes of the guery and the EAC, to perfors 

primary memory calculations needed during retrieval of 

CONDITIONS tuples, and to evaluate any system dependent 

access conditions. The expression designated C[ gcompn]j in
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8.2 is the time to complete the processing of a query. 

Thus, upon substituting an equation for C[ qcompn], C[ qproc] 

becomes the time to coapletely process a quer y. C[{qcouspn j 

cones into play only if ail steps of preliminary processing 

have been successfully passed by the query. Several diffe- 

rent queries will be discussed in the next sections, and 

expressions for C[ gcompn] derived for each. Sequence naua- 

bers will be substituted for the "n*" in “gcompn" to distia- 

guish between different values of C[ gcompn j. 

8.1.% Example 

Por the variables in eguation 8.2.., going from left to 

Tight through the equation make the following assignsents: 

processing tiae: P = 0.5 mas 
probability query passes 

first enforcement phase: pi = 0.9 
processing time: P = 1a-as 
number of tuples retrieved 

from CONDITIONS: g = 5 tuples 
number of levels ina 

CONDITIONS index: x = 3 leveis 
tuple retrieval time fro 

CONDITIONS : R[ CONDITIONS] = 55 as 
probability query passes 

second enforcemeat phase: p2 = 0.8 

These values, although arbitrary, were selected with the aid 

of [BANEJ78], [DONOJ72], [HAMAV79], and { WIEDG77]. 

Substitution of these values into equation 8.2 produces 

the following: 

Cl qproc] = P + p1l(P # (g#x) R[ CONDITIONS ] 

+ p2 (C{ gcompn]))
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- = 0.5 0.971 # (543) (55) + 0.8 (C[ ycompn ])} 

0-5 + 0.9(17 + 440 # 0.8C[ Gcompn]) 

0.5 + 0.9(441 # 0.8C[ qcompn }) 

» 0.5 396.9 + 0.7C[qgcoapn] 

397.4 + 0.7C[ qcoompn] as " 

The value to be substituted for C[ycoapn] depends of course 

on the query being considered. According to the figures in 

this example, there is about a 70% chance that a guery will 

make it through all of the preliminary checks; that is, 

about 30% of all queries will be rejected at some poiat dur- 

ing prelimginary processing. These percentages may or may 

not seem unrealistic; however, the reader should note that 

this and other examples are for illustrative purposes only.
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8.2 REMAINING EQUATIONS FOR QUERY PROCESSING 

Now that preliminary processing has been completed, the 

pertinent data dependent access conditions, that depend on 

information stored in the database, can ke applied to the 

user's query. One query for each of the data dependencies 

is considered. For this discussion, each guery has one 

applicable access condition, stored in the FRANCHISE rela- 

tion of the user making the request. This access condition 

is one of the types of data dependent conditions. Each 

query is assumed to aave a WHERE clause with one (user-de- 

fined) predicate. Using the predicate, the SRM can select 

an appropriate B-tree index, via the proper relation direc- 

tory (RD), to access the relation being reguested in the 

user's FROM clause. Doing so narrows down the number of 

tuples to be retrieved to a number which is less than or 

equal to the cardinality of the requested relation. Without 

an applicable access condition, all of these tuples would be 

returned to the user. AS it is, each tuple is just a candi- 

date to be returned. Whether each tuple is returned to the 

user depends on the outcog of the access decision aade by 

the PSM using the applicable access condition. 

The following variables are used in this section: 

d -- the number of levels in the DBSD B-tree index.
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M -- the time for a memory to memory transfer of a 

tuple. 

P -- a quantity of CPU processing time. 

p -- the probability of an event. 

R -- the time to retrieve a tuple from a relation. 

R1-- the time to retrieve a tuple from another 

relation. 

R[DBSD] -- the time to retrieve a tuple from the DBSD. 

R[ BD] --— the time to retrieve a tuple from an RD. 

y -- the number of tuples retroieved from a relation. 

y' -- the number of retrieved tuples which are 

returned to the user. 

Z-- the number of levels in a B-tree index. 

Z1-- the number of levels in another B-tree index.
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An access condition to be applied to a query has a 

class A or B data dependency if the condition has values in 

a one to one relationship with the tuples retrieved ia res- 

ponse to a query, as stated in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 

The information needed to evaluate the condition is present 

in one or sore of the domains, ox fields, of the tuples 

being retrieved. For a Class A condition these fields are 

also named in the SELECT clause of the query, while ina 

Class B condition they are not. As such, the steps needed 

to process either type of query are essentially the sare, 

with perhaps some slightly different CPU steps. 

The first step in retrieving tuples in response to any 

query is to locate the tuple ian the Data Base System Direc- 

tory (DBSD) that contains information about the gueried data 

relation. It is assumed that there is a B-tree index with d 

levels through which the DBSD can be accessed. Once the 

appropriate tuple is found, the proper relation directory 

{RD) can be accessed by using the relation directory poin- 

ters field in the DBSD tuple. From the RD, the SRM can 

locate the proper B-tree index to use to access the gueried 

data relation. Assume that the RD being accessed hasa 

tuple retrieval time of R[ RD}.
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As each tuple is fetched from disk by the SRM it can 

immediately be decided whether to return the tuple to the 

user by evaluating the value of the domain referenced in the 

condition with the condition value itself. The tuple is 

Simply accepted or rejected for return to the user depending 

on the outcome of this evaluation. Assume that y tuples are 

retrieved from the queried relation, and that of these y 

tuples y' successfully pass the condition and are returned 

to the user. fhus there will be y* memory to memory trans- 

fers of tuples, where each tuple is transferred fror the 

SEM*s primary memory to the primary memory of the UAM. fo 

get the y tuples, assume that an index with z levels is 

used, and that the requested relation has a tuple retrieval 

time of RB. Some projections may occur before information is 

passed to the user. For example, with a class B dependency 

the domain referenced by the access condition is masked out. 

The following equation is derived: 

C[qcomp1] = P + (14d) R[DBSD] + R[RD] 

+ (y#z)R + y'n (8. 3) 

The part of the equation which reads " (1+d)R[DBSD] + B[ RD]*, 

plus a part of the CPU processing time P, represents the 

time needed for the SRN to make its way through the DBSD and 

RD associated with the gueried data relation.
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8.2.2 Class C Dependency 

  

As described in section 3.3.3, a condition has a class 

C data dependency if it has values in a one to one relation- 

Ship with the tuples retrieved in response to a query. How- 

ever, the information needed to evaluate the condition sust 

be obtained from another relation. Thus, when a tuple is 

retrieved from the queried or first relation a class C con- 

dition cannot be immediately evaluated because the informa- 

tion needed is not present in any of the values just 

returned. One or amore of the returned values which can be 

employed as akey into the second relation must be used. 

From this second relation a tuple is brought back which will 

contain the information needed to evaluate the condition and 

render an access decision concerning the original tuple. 

To process a query with a class C condition, two tuples 

must be retrieved from the DESD. Assume that a d-level 

index exists into the DBSD, and that the tuple retrieval 

time from the DBSD is R[ DBSD]. After the two DBSD tuples 

have been retrieved, the associated RD's can be accessed. 

Assume that the RD used to get at the first relation has a 

tuple retrieval time of R[ RD], while the &D used to access 

the second relation has a tuple retrieval tiwe of R[ RDi1]}j.
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Assume that the first relation has a tuple retrieval tine of 

R and an index to it with z levels. The second relation is 

assumed to have a retrieval time of R1 and an index to it 

with z1 levels. From the first relation it is assumed that 

y tuples are returned. Since one tuple is retrieved frog 

the second relation for each tuple from the first, y tuples 

are retrieved from the second one as well. AsSume that y' 

of the y tuples retrieved from the first relation satisfy 

the access condition and are returned to the user. The 

equation derived is as follows: 

C[ gcomp2] = P + (2+d) BL DBSD] + RE RD] + RU RDI) 

# (y#z)R + (y#z1)R1 # y'a (8-4) 

8.2.3 Class D Dependency 
  

A condition has a class D data dependency if it aas 

values in aone to n relationship with the tuples retrieved 

in response to a query {section 3.3.4). The information 

needed to evaluate the condition can be obtained by 

retrieval of a single tuple from a relation. 

Assume that a d-level index exists into the DBSD, which 

has a tuple retrieval time of R[DBSD]. Two tuples are 

retrieved from the DBSD, and then the two R&D's are accessed. 

Assume that the RD which points to the queried relation has 

a retrieval time of B[ R8Dj, and that the RD which points to
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the relation used to evaluate the access condition has a 

retrieval time of R[ RD1]. 

Assume that there are z1 levels in the index used to go 

to the relation which contains the necessary informatioa to 

evaluate the access condition. This relation is assumed to 

have a tuple retrieval time of 2&1. Upon evaluation of the 

condition using the retrieved information, either ail the 

requested tuples in the relation being queried are retrieved 

and returned to tne user, or none of them are Assume that 

the condition is satisfied with probability p[s]. if it is 

satisfied assume that y tuples are retrieved from the rela-~ 

tion being queried using an index with z levels. On the 

other hand, there is a probability of i-p[s] that the aser's 

query will be denied at this poiat in its evaluation, sean- 

ing that the user-reguested relation is not accessed. 

The following equation is derived: 

C{ qcomp3] = P + (2+d) RE DBSD] + BE RD] + Bf RD1]j 

+ (T#z1)R1 + pisj((y+z)B + ye) (8-5) 

8.2.4 Class Ea and Eb Dependencies 
a   

A condition has a class Ea or Eb data dependency if the 

condition involves aggregate information in a one to n rela- 

tionship with the responses to a query (sections 3.3.5.1 and 

3.3.5.2). The field, or fields, containing this information
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are named in the user's SELECT clause for a class Ea depen- 

dency. For a class Eb dependency these fields are not named 

in the SELECT clause. AS in section 8.2.1, the steps to 

process either type of query are essentially the sane. 

Once again, assume that a d-level index exists into the 

DBSD, which has a retrieval time of Rj DBSD]. One tuple is 

retrieved from the DBSD. This tuple is used to access the 

proper RD having a retrieval time of R{ RD]. All tuples 

which could potentially be returned to the user must be 

retrieved. Assume that there are y of them, obtained via an 

index with z levels from a relation with a tuple retrieval 

time of R. When the y tuples have been retrieved, the pro- 

cessing necessary to evaluate the aggregate access condition 

is completed. 

Assume that the condition is satisfied with probability p. 

If so, the y tuples are returned to the user. There is aiso 

a probability of 1-p that no tuples are returned to the user 

because the condition was not satisfied. The following 

equation is arrived at: 

C{qcomp4] = P # (+d) RE DBSD] + RI RD] 

+ (y+zpR + pCym) (8-6)
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8.2.5 Class Ec Dependency 

A condition has a class Ec dependency if it involves 

aggregate information that must be accumulated from a rela- 

tion other than the one being gueried by the user (section 

3. 3. 5. 3) - This information is ina one to n celationship 

with the responses to the query. There will be some infor- 

mation obtained from the second relation for each tuple 

retrieved from the relation being queried by using the 

value, or values, froma tuple that is a key into the second 

relation. The information so retrieved from the second 

relation is used to accumulate the necessary aggregate 

total. 

Assume that the DBSD has a tuple retrieval time of 

R[DBSD], and a d-level index associated with it that is used 

to retrieve two tuples. Using the first DBSD tuple, assume 

that the RD that is accessed is associated with the gueried, 

or first, relation, and has a retrieval time of B[ RD]. The 

second DBSD tuple is used to access the R&D associated with 

the second relation. Assume that this RD has retrieval tine 

R[RD1]j. Assume that the first, or queried, relation has a 

tuple retrieval tigwe of BR, and an index with z levels used 

to retrieve y tuples. The second relation is assumed to 

have a tuple retrieval time of R1, and an index with z1 lev-
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els. Since one access is made to this relation for each 

tuple retrieved from the first relation, there are y tuples 

obtained from this relation as well. 

When tuple retrieval has been completed, the accuau- 

lated aggregate total(s) can now be used to evaluate the 

access condition on the guery. it is assumed that the con- 

dition is satisfied with probability p, in which case the y 

tuples from the first relation are sent to the user. There 

is, of course, a probability of 1-p that the condition is 

not satisfied, in which case none of the first set of y 

tuples are sent. 

Equation 8.7 results from this discussions 

Ci qcomp5] = P + (2+d) RE DBSD] + BE RD] + BE RDI] 

+ (y#zZ)R + (y#z1)R1 + py (8.7) 

8.2.6 Class Ed Dependency 

A condition has a class Ed data dependency if it 

involves aggregate information ina one to one relationship 

with the responses to the guery (section 3.3.5.4). The 

aggregate information is present in one or aore fields of 

the retrieved tuples. 

Assume that the DBSD has ad-level index associated 

with it, and a tuple rcetrieval time of R[DBSD ]j. One tuple 

is retrieved from the DBSD. This tuple is used to access
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the RD associated with the queried relation, which is 

assumed to have a retrieval time of R[ RD]. For each tuple 

returned from the relation being queried, values from the 

proper fields are used to compute aggregate inforsation 

which will enable an access decision to be rendered iamedi- 

ately. Assume that the relation, with tuple retrieval tive 

R, has a z-level index used to retrieve y tuples. Of these 

y tuples, y! satisfy the access condition and are returned 

to the user. The following equation is derived: 

C[qcomp6] = P + (1#d) Rf DESD] + RERD] 

+ (y+z)R + y's (8. 8) 

8.2.7 Class Ee Dependency 

An access condition has a class Fe data dependency if 

it involves aggregate information, in a one to one relation- 

ship with the responses toa query, that must be retrieved 

from a second rcelation (section 3.3.5.5). For each tuple 

returned from the first relation, the values from the proper 

fields which can be employed as a key into the second rela- 

tion must be selected. The information returned from this 

relation is then used to compute the aggregate values needed 

to render an access decision concerning the first tuple 

returned.
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AS always, assume that the DBSD has a d-level index 

associated with it, anda tuple retrieval time of R[ DBSD]. 

Two DBSD tuples are retrieved. The first one is used to 

access the RD associated with the first, or queried, trela- 

tion. This RD has a retrieval time of R[ RD}. The second 

DBSD tuple is used to access the RD, having a retrieval tite 

of R[RD1], that is associated with the second relation. 

Assume that the first relation has a tuple retrieval time of 

R and a z-level index, while the second relation has a tuple 

retrieval time of R11 and a z1t-level index. From the first 

relation assume that y tuples are retrieved. The discussion 

above dictates that y tuples are also retrieved trom the 

second relation. Of the set of y tuples from the first 

relation, assume that y* of them satisfy the access condi- 

tion and are returned to the user. Equation 8.9 results 

from these steps: 

C[ qcomp7}] = P + (24d) R[DBSD] + RE RD] + BRE RDI] 

+ (y#Z)R + (y#z1)R1 + y'u (8.9) 

8.3 EXAMPLE 
a A SS 

In section 8.1.3, the equation (8.2) for C{ gproc] was 

developed. This equation yields the time to coapletely pro- 

cess a guery. The example in section 8.1.4 had values sub- 

stituted for all the variables in C[ gproc] except Cj qcompn j.
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CL qcompn] is the time to complete processing for a given 

query. In this example, the equation developed for a query 

with a type A or B data dependency is used. This is equa- 

tion 8.3, labeled C[ qcoup1]. 

For the variables in 8.3, make the following substitutions: 

processing time: P = 0.6 mS 
number of levels in the DESD 

index: d = 3 levels 
tuple retrieval time from the 

DB SD: R[DBSD] = 60 as 
tuple retrieval time from the 

RD: R[ RD] = 65 as 
number of tuples retrieved 

from the queried relation: Y = 50 tuples 
number of levels in an index 

into the gueried relation: z = § levels 
tuple retrieval time from the 

queried relation: R = 75 ms 
number of retrieved tuples 

returned to the user: y' = 25 tuples 
time for a memory to Benory 

transfer of a tuple: 4 = 2 as 

For C[qconmp1], these values produce: 

ll C{qcomp1] = P + (1#d) B[DBSD}] + BL RD] * (y+z)B + y'N 

0.6 + (14#3) (60) + 65 # (5045) (75) il 

+ (25) (2) 

0.6 + 240 + 65 + 4125 + 50 li 
Mi 4480.6 ms 

Substitution of C{ qcomp!] for the variable C[qcompn] in 

equation8.2, and using the intermediate result in section 

8.1.4, produces the following time to process a query with 

a type A or B dependency: 

C{ qproc] = 397.4 + (0.7) (Cj gcomp! })
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397.4 + (0.7) (4480.6) 

397.4 + 3136.4 

3533.8 ms



Chapter IX 

ENHANCEMENTS 

One of the intents in the design of MULTISAFE was to 

optimize the turnaround tim of responses to user gueries by 

allowing some operations of query processing to be performed 

Simultaneously. In the sections that follow, some logical 

enhancegents are described which will help in realizing this 

goal. At the same time the effects on the equations, devel- 

oped in the last chapter, that these enhancements produce 

are detailed. Much of the discussion in section 9.1 will 

apply in succeeding sections since in this section various 

concepts are discussed in greater detail. 

The following variables are used in this Chapter: 

d -- the number of levels in a 8B-tree index into the 

DBS D. 

g ~~ the number of tuples retrieved from the CONDITIONS 

relation. 

M-- the time for a memory to memory transfer of a 

tuple. 

P -- a guantity of CPU processing time. 

p -- the probability of an event. 

R -~ the time to retrieve a tuple from a relation. 

R1 ~- the time to retrieve a tuple from another 

relation. 

106
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R{ DBSD] -- the time to retrieve a tuple from the DBSD. 

R[ RD] -- the time to retrieve a tuple from an RD. 

x ~- the number of levels ina B-tree index into the 

CONDITIONS relation. 

y ~~ the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

Z-- the number of levels in a B-tree index. 

z1i-~--~- the number of levels in another B-tree index. 

9.1 CLASS A AND B DEPENDENCIES 

When preliminary processing of a guery with a class A 

or B data dependency is scheduled to begin, the guery can be 

Simultaneously transmitted to the SRM as it is sent to the 

PSA. Thus, while the PSM is engaged in making preliminary 

access decisions, the SEM can begin to retrieve tuples froa 

the data base which are members of the relation being guer- 

ied. Assume that a parsed version of the original query was 

transmitted to these two modules, and that each module has a 

copy of the data definitions (schemas). 

Since many CPU steps can be perforwed in the amount of 

time it takes to perform one disk access, it will be assuned 

in this discussion that the tuple retrieval being carried 

out by the SRM will not be coapleted before the preliminary 

processing being done by the PS#. This assuaption is sup- 

ported by noting that in the MULTISAFE environment poten-
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tially very large relations in the database are being guer- 

ied by users. These relations guite probably are larger in 

terms of cardinality than the relations in the protection 

database being queried by the PSH. Thus by implication it 

is being assumed that more tuples are being retrieved by the 

SRM than by the PSM; that is, the SRM initiates more disk 

accesses than the PS#. 

Assume that the guery has passed ail preliminary pro- 

cessing steps. In this discussion let p[p] be the probabil- 

ity that all the preliminary steps were passed. in the 

amount of time it has taken for the PSS to complete its pro- 

cessing, the SRM will have been able to retrieve, say, t 

tuples. The SRM will (possibly) be engaged in another tuple 

retrieval which has yet to be corpleted. Assume that some 

fraction of R time units have been used so far by the SRM in 

its current retrieval, say, R/t, where r is a random value 

such that 0 < l/r <= 1. 

AS the SRM continues to retoheve tuples the PSM can 

begin to evaluate the tuples already stored in SRM buffers. 

Some of these tuples may be returned to the user if they 

pass the test described in the query access condition, some 

may be rejected if they fail the test. At any rate, because 

of the relative speeds of the PSM evaluations versus the SRM 

tuple retrievals, the PSM will soon “catch up" with the SBM
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to the point that once a tuple is retrieved and stored in an 

SRM buffer, the PSM can process this tuple completely before 

another tuple is returned to the SRM. This complete pro- 

cessing of each tuple, exclusive of the last tuple retrieved 

by the SRM, includes having the tuple sent to a UAM buffer 

Via a memory to memory transfer if appropriate. Thus the 

entire process of query processing, assuming it is success- 

fully carried through all the steps of preliginary process- 

ing, can be viewed in terms of the amount of time taken to 

retrieve all the tuples from the relation being gqueried. 

Recall that with the availability of double buffering tech- 

Rhigues [WIEDG77] this retrieval of tuples can be viewed as a 

Steady unbroken stream of disk accesses. The only other 

Variables to consider are the processing time needed to 

evaluate the last tuple returned, and the proceSsing tine 

needed to parse the guery and send copies of it sinuitane- 

ously to the PSM and SRM.~ Once evaluation of the last tuple 

is complete there exists some probability p[t] that it must 

be transmitted to the UAM. 

As has been the procedure in earlier sections, let 

R[ DBSD] be the tuple retrieval time of the Data Base Systen 

Directory, which has a d-level &tree index. One tuple is 

retrieved from the DBSD, which contains the information 

needed for the SRM to access the proper relation directory,
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assumed to have a tuple retrieval time of R[ RD]. The infor- 

mation in the RD leads the SRM to the B-tree w#hich is used 

to access the queried data relation. Let y be the nugpber of 

tuples retrieved using a z-level index into a relation with 

average tuple retrieval time R. 

Before deriving an eguation, the discussion of the pre- 

ViOUS paragraphs is Summarized below. 

1. The query is parsed, and copies are simultaneously 

sent to the SRM and PSH. This takes some CPU 

processing time. 

2. Preliminary processing is completed with the 

probability being p{p] that the query successfully 

passed through all steps. Meanwhile the SRM 

retrieves all tuples which might be passed to 

the user. The PSM processes these tuples as 

they arrive from the database. 

3. When the last tuple is retrieved, there is a 

probability of p[t] that it must be transgitted 

to the user. 

These steps lead to the following equation: 

C[qcomp1]*' = P + p[p]{(1+d)R[ DBSD] # R[ RD} 

+ (y+z)R + P+ pit jm) (9-1) 

To complete this eguation, the possibility aust be coa- 

Sidered that the guery will be rejected at some point during
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preliminary processing. Referring back to equation 8.2, let 

C[ gprelim]! be egual to C[ qgproc ] without the tera 

"p2 (C[ qcompn ])". Thus C{qprelinj' is equal to the following 

equation: 

C[qprelin]* = P + p1(P # (g#x})R[CONDITIONS }) (9.2). 

There is a probability of ?-p[p] that a query is rejected at 

some point of preliminary processing. If this happens then 

the steps of query processing are no longer viewed in teras 

of tuple retrievals from the data base. Instead they are 

viewed in terms of eguation 9.2. The compiete equation for 

query processing for class A and B dependencies is thus: 

li C{qcomp1]* + (i-p{p})C{qprelia]* 

P + p[p]((i1+d) B[DBSD] + Bf RD] 

C[qproc ]' 

+. (y+z)R + P + p[t jm) 

+ (1-p[p } (P + pi(P + (g+x) R[ CONDITIONS }) ) 

(9. 3) 

9.2 CLASS C DEPENDENCY 

In this section, as well as in succeeding sections con- 

cerning the other types of dependencies, the discussion in 

the last section about the concurrent functions of the 

MULTISAFE modules apply. Eguations developed here and in 

following sections are developed in auch the same manner as 

Was equation 9.3.
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Let R[ DBSD], RE RD], and &8[RD1] be the tuple retrieval 

.times of the DBSD, which has a d-level index, and the two 

BD's selected from the DBSD information. Let y be the nua- 

ber of tuples retrieved using a z-level index from the rela- 

tion queried by the user. From the relation where access 

condition information is located, y tuples are also 

cretrieved but this time with a zi-level index. fhe two 

relations have tuple retrieval times of R and 8&1 respec- 

tively. The resulting equations are: 

C[qproc]* = C{qcomp2]' + (1-p[pj)C{[qpreiin j* (9 4). 

C{qcomp2j]* = P + p[p]{(2+d)R[ DBSD] + RERD ] 

+ RERD1] # (y#z) R 

+ {y+z1)R1 + P + p[t ]M) (9.5) 

9.3 CLASS D DEPENDENCY 
  

For this dependency class an access to another relation 

is needed. The information returned is used to evaluate the 

access condition. This access can be executed by the SRM 

first, while the PSM begins its preliminary query process- 

ing. Then the SRM can beyin to retrieve tuples from the 

relation being queried. Once the PSM has completed its pro- 

cessing, while tuple retrieval by the SRM is continuing, it 

can use the information retrieved by the first S8M tuple 

retrieval to render an access decision. The only choices
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possible here are to either return all applicable tuples to 

the user or deny the user access to any of the tuples. As 

in section 8.2.3 it will be assumed that the condition is 

Satisfied with probability p[s]. If so, then the SRM con- 

tinues to retrieve tuples which are immediately sent to the 

user Via the UAM. As for the last tuple retrieved, there is 

no processing decision to make and no probability involved 

concerning whether to send it to the user. It is siaply 

sent as soon as it is retrieved. 

If the PS denys the user's guery based on the informa- 

tion present in the first tuple retrieved by the SBM, tuple 

retrieval is discontinued and no further processing is 

required. <A denial takes place with probability 1l-pj sj}. 

The equations produced are as follows: 

C{qproc ]}* = C{qcomp3}’ + (1-p{pj)C{ qprelia}' (9.6) 

C{qcomp3]* = P + pi p]((2+d) REDBSD] + BL RD] 

# RE RDI} + (14#z1)R1 

+ PLS}((y+z)R + M) 

# (1-p[s])C[ gpreliaj‘) (3-7) 

Processing for these two classes begins as with preced- 

ing classes, with the PSM and SRM Simultaneously working on
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their respective tasks concerning the query. Once the PSH 

finishes it cannot begin to render access decisions because 

all tuples addressed by the query must be retrieved in order 

to accumulate the necessary aggregate information. O£ 

course, this information can be continuously updated as each 

tuple is returned to the SRM. Finally, when all tuples of 

the relation have been returned and the aggregate totals 

computed, the PSM renders an access decision concerning the 

tuples. All tuples will be returned to the user with prob- 

ability p[s] if the condition is satisfied. Of course, the 

probability of no tuples being returned is 1-p[s]. 

C[gproc]' = C[{qcoap4]}* + (i-pip})C{gprelin}* (9.8). 

C{[qcoap4 ]* = P + p[p](( 4d) R[DBSD] + RE RD] 

+ (y#2z)R + P + p[s]Jym) (9-9)
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9.5 CLASS EC DEPENDENCY 

  

For this class of data dependency a second tuple aust 

be retrieved for each tuple retrieved from the relation 

being queried. Information stored in the set of second 

tuples is used to compute an aggregate total. Thus the PSH 

does not render an access decision uatil all pairs of tuples 

have been retrieved by the SEM. Again it is assumed that 

the access condition is satisfied with probability p[s] such 

that the y tuples retrieved from the relation being queried 

are sent to the user. The condition fails, and no tuples 

acre returned to the user, with probability i-pjs]. 

C[gproc]' = C[qcomp5]' + (1-p{p ])C{qprelia] (9. 10) 

C{qcomp5 ]' = Pt pi p]{{2+d) BE DBSD] + RU RD] 

+ RERD1] + (y#z)R 

+ (y#z1)R1 + P + pi sjyM) (9.71) 

9.6 CLASS ED DEPENDENCY — Pe ES. PSO SND AOE. 

In this class of dependency tuples are processed on an 

individual basis. Aggregate totals are computed for each 

tuple from information returned in one or more fields of the 

tuples. Then an access decision is rendered and the tuple 

is either transmitted to the user with probability p[t] or 

not transmitted with probability 1- p[ t }. All tuples
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returned except the last one can be processed while continu- 

ous retrieval of tuples is being carried out by the SEH. 

C{qproc]* = C{qcomp6}* + (i-p[p])C{gprelia ]' (9- 12) 

C[gcomp6j' = BP # p[p}((1+d) R[ DBSD] + RE RD] 

* {y+z)R + P + pl tym) (9. 13) 

9.7 CLASS EE DEPENDENCY NR CS 

Processing for this class of dependency is sigilar to 

the Ed class, except that as with several other ciasses the 

value {or values) which can be used as a key into a second 

relation is used to retrieve information needed to render an 

access decision concerning the corresponding first tuple. 

Each tuple is processed onan individual basis in this man- 

ner. The time needed to compute an aggregate total and ren- 

der a decision only appears in the equation for the last 

pair of tuples returned by the SBM. 

C{qproc j* = C[ycomp7}* + (1-p[{p])C{qprelin j* (9. 14) 

CE qcomp7]' = P + p[p]({(2+d) BE DBSD] + BE RDJj 

+ RE BDI] + (yt+tz)R 

+ (y+z1) B14 P + pi{t]M) (9.15) 

9.8 EXAMPLE 

In section 8.1.4, parameters were used to compute a 

value for C[{gproc ]. C[gprelinm]* (equation 9.2) was defined
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using C[ gproc]}. Upon examination of eguations 9.2 and 8.2 

and the calculations carried out in Section 8.1.4, it will 

become apparent that 

C[ qgpreliaj* = 397.4 as 

It was mentioned in section 8.1.4 that given the computed 

figure, there was a probability of 70% that a given query 

would pass through all of the preliminary checkpoints. In 

section 9.1, p[p] was defined as the probability that a 

query passes all preliminary checks. Therefore, in this 

exanple 

PUP] = 9-7 

For this example, equation 9.1 is used. This equation gives 

the time to complete processing of a query with a type A or 

B dependency assuming ali preliminary steps were passed. 

Variables in this equation which coxrespond to those in 

equation 8.3 are given equivalent values as were assigned in 

section 8.3. For eguation 9.1, make the following assign- 

ments: 

processing time: P = 0.6 ms 
number of levels in the D&SD 

index: d = 3 levels 
tuple retrieval time from the 

DB SD: Ri DBSD] = 60 as 
tuple retrieval time from the 

RD; Ri RD] = 65 ms 
number of tuples retrieved from 

the queried relation: ¥ = 50 tuples 
number of levels in an index 

into the queried relation: z = 5 levels 
tuple retrieval time from the 

queried relation: R 75 as u
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processing time: p = 0.001 os 
probability that last retrieved 

tuple is sent to the user: pl t] = 0.5 
time for a memory to memory 

transfer of a tuple: Hi = 2 as 

Then; 

C[qcomp1]* = P + p[p]{((1#d)R[ DBSD] + R[ RD ] 

+ (y#z)R + P + pf tj) 

= 0.6 + 0.7((143)60 + 65 

# (50#5) 75 + 0.001 + 0.5(2)) 

| oO 
6 a
 + 0.7(240 + 65 + 4125 + 0.001 + 1) 

0.6 » 0.7( 4431) il 

= 9.6 + 3101.7 

= 3102.3 ms 

Finally, from equation 9.3, the time to completely process 

a guery with a 

C{ qproc]* 

type A or E£ dependency is given by: 

lt C{qcomp1j' + (1-p[p) C[gprelin]* 

3102.3 + 119.2 

li 3221.5 ms



Chapter X 

FURTHER TOPICS FOR ANALYSIS 

10.1 COMPARISON OF QUERY PROCESSING TIMES 

In chapter VIII, a first set of eguations was developed 

which model the time needed to process various types of 

queries. In section 8.3 an example of the time to process a 

query was exhibited. The particular query used was one with 

a type Aor 8B data dependency. Various enhancements to 

query processing were discussed in chapter IX. These 

enhancements took advantage of the modular configuration of 

MULTISAFE, which allow some steps to be concurrenrntly pro- 

cessed. A second set of equations was developed. These 

equations are the enhanced versions of tae equations in the 

first set. An exaaple analogous to the one in Section 4. 3 

was developed in section 9.8. This example used the 

enhanced version of the equation which eguails the processing 

time for a query with a type A or B depeadency. 

The example from the first set of eyuations produced 

the following resalt: 

CL yproc] = 3533.8 as 

The example from the euhanced set produced: 

CE gproc]* = 3221.5 as 

119
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In each of these examples the probability that the guery 

passed all preliminary protection checks was 0.7. In this 

case, the enhancements result in an improvement of 312.3 as 

in query processing tim. 

For a second comparison, it is arbitrarily assumed that 

50% of all queries pass each of the preliminary protection 

checkpoints. In each of the two exampies this assumption 

implies that the probability mentioned in the last paragraph 

is equal to 0.5. The values of all other variables in the 

two examples remain the sam. With these new assumptions 

the following result representing the first set of equations 

is obtained: 

ti C[qproc ] 397.4 + (0.5) (4480.6) 

397.4 + 2240.3 

2637.7 as 

To calculate a result representing the enhanced set of 

equations, the value for C[ gcompi1]j* in section 9.8 must be 

recalculated using the new probability value of 0.5 in place 

of 0.7. Beginning from an intermediate step in the calcula- 

tion of C[qcomp1]': 

CL qcomp1]* = 0.6 + (0.5) (4431) 

0.6 # 2215.5 

= 2216.1 ps 

Substituting this value, and the new 0.5 probability, into 

the equation for C[{qproc]' produces:
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C{qproc ]}* 

2216.1 + 198.7 

ui 2414.8 mus 

The MULTISAFE enhancments show an improvement of 222.9 ms in 

query processing time for this case. 

The figures in the above two comparison cases present 

some numerical evidence that the enhancements developed in 

chapter IX do reduce the time needed to process user queries 

completely. 

10.2 QUERY PROCESSING WITHOUT PROTECTION 

MULTISAFE is designed to provide securely controlled 

database access. It does so by applying various enforcement 

policies to users who atteapt to log in and who submit yuer- 

ies to access data. All of the equations which have been 

developed in previous chapters contain expressions which 

show the time needed to enforce data protection. To demons- 

trate the effect which data protection has on processing 

time, an eguation is developed in this section which repre- 

sents the time to process a typical query without performing 

any protection checks. 

The assumptions which were enumerated in chapter VI 

apply to the eguation developed in this section, just as 

they did to all previous equations. The query iS assumed to
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have a user-defined predicate which allows the SRM to select 

a B-tree index into the requested relation. Since no pro- 

tection checks are being applied, there is no applicable 

access condition to consider. 

The steps for query processing are as follows: 

1. 

20 

The query is parsed and then sent to the SRM. 

The S8M retrieves tuples from the requested 

relation. It is assumed that the DBSD has a tuple 

retrieval time of R[DESD], and an index witi d 

levels. One tuple is retrieved from the DBSD. 

Using this tuple, the proper relation directory, 

which has a tuple retrieval time of R[ RD], is 

accessed. The tuple retrieved from the RD leads 

the SBM to the proper B-tree index associated with 

the requested data relation. It is assumed that y 

tuples are retrieved from the requested relation 

using a z-level index. The reguested relation is 

assumed to have a tuple retrieval time of RB As 

each tuple is retrieved, it 1s ismediately trans- 

mitted to the user. Tuple transmission is per- 

formed concurrently with tuple retrievai. When 

the last tuple is retrieved, it too is transmitted 

to the user. This last transmission requires one 

memory to memory transfer variable M to appear in 

the equation.
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The equation which results from these steps is: 

CLnoprot] = P + (1+#d)R[ DBSD] + RI RD] 

+ (y#z)R + M (10.17) 

The reader can compare this equation with equation 9. 3. 

In section 9.8, an example was deveiorped which showed 

that the time to process a query with a type Aor 8B data 

dependency, given the selected parameters, was 3221.5 ms. 

Using equivalent values, mke the following assignments to 

the variables in eguation 10.17: 

processing time: P = 0.6 as 
number af levels in the DBSD 

index: d = 3 levels 
tuple retrieval tiae froa the 

DB SD: R[ DBSDj] = 60 as 
tuple cetrieval time from the RD: R[ RD] = 65 gs 
number of tuples retrieved from 

the requested relation: y = 50 tuples 
number of levels in an index into 

the reguested relations: z = 5 levels 
tuple retrieval time from the 

requested relation: R = 75 ws 
time for a memory to memory 

transfer of a tuple: Mi = 2 as 

Substituting these values into equation 10.1 produces: 

C[noprot ] = 0.6 + (1#3)60 + 65 # (50#5)75 + 2 

li 0.6 + 240 + 65 + 4125 + 2 

4432.6 ms 

An increase of 1211.1 mS in processing time is observed when 

no protection checks are applied. This may seem to be an 

unexpected result. The reason that the processing tipe for
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the guery with protection checks is lower becomes clear by 

examining the example in section 9.8 and equation 9.3. Ia 

that example, the probability was only 0.7 that guery pro- 

cessing was carried through to completion. Otherwise, guery 

processing time became a function of preliminary processing. 

Preliminary processing, represented by equation 9.2, took 

only 397.4 ms in the section 9.8 exaaple. One could reduce 

equation 9.3 to equation 10.1 by 

1. Defining p[ pj, the probability that a query suc- 

cessfully passes through the preliminary processiag 

steps, to be 1.90. 

2. Defining p[t], the probability that the last 

retrieved tuple is transmitted to the user, to 

be 1.0. 

3. Combining the first two instances of the variable 

P into one instance of P. 

With these three conditions, the times to process a query 

with a type A or B dependency anda guery with no applied 

data protection are about equal. However, these three con- 

ditions are not realistic when a large sample of queries is 

considered. Chances are that some of these queries will be 

rejected during preliminary processing. 

As another example of query processing taking less time 

With protection checks applied than without protection, con-
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Sider a MULTISAFE system which applies a partial enforcement 

policy to retrieved data. As stated in section 3.5.1], par- 

tial enforcement is a policy which permits a user to be sent 

all individual guery responses that pass all applicable 

access conditions. 

Suppose a user submits a query which covers y tuples in 

a relation. In the case where no protection of data exists, 

the SRM retrieves all of the y tuples and sends them to the 

user. In the case where protection checks are made, assuwne 

that one or more access conditions exist which limit the 

user to y' of the tuples, where y' < y. Gander a pactial 

enforcement policy, these y' tuples are the only tuples that 

the SRM must retrieve and send to the user. Thus, yo- y* 

fewer tuple retrievals are made with protection checks 

applied, and query processing in this case takes less tine 

than when data protection does not exist. 

From the above discussion, the following conclusions 

can be nade: 

1. Given the assugptions made in previous chapters 

and applied to all the equations which vere 

developed, the time to process an arbitrary query 

with a type A or B dependency, with all protection 

checks in force, is less than the time to process 

a guery with no data protection. Queries with 

other types of dependencies may, however, take
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longer to process than the query with no data 

protection. Consider, for example, the query with 

a class C dependency (equations 9.4 and 9.5). Its 

eguation has several terms in it that have to do 

with accesses to a second celation. These terags 

may add enough time units to that equation so that 

it does indeed become larger than eguation 10.1. 

2. The time to process a particular query with a type 

A or B dependency where p[p] = p[t] = 1.0 is about 

the same as that for the query with no protection 

applied. 

3. The time to process some gueries with protection 

checks in force, and with a partial enforcement 

policy on retrieved data in effect, is less than 

the time to process the same gueries without data 

protection. 

10.3 AN ALTERNATIVE ENHANCEMENT ASSUMPTION 

In the process of describing the enhancements to query 

processing which can occur as a result of the wmodular 

configuration of MULTISAFE, an assumption was made about 

preliminary guery processing and tuple retrieval. As dis- 

cussed in section 9.1, parsed copies of a guery are sent to 

the PSM and the SRM at the same time. The SRM begins to
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retrieve tuples from the requested relation, while at the 

same time the PSM begins the preliminary processing of the 

query. The assumption which was made was that the PSM would 

complete its processing before the SRM completed its tuple 

retrieval. Furthermore, the PSM could process all the 

tuples already retrieved by the SRM antil a point is reached 

where the PSM is waiting for the next tuple to be retrieved. 

AS soon aS a tuple is retrieved it is cogpletely processed 

by the PSM. The PSM then waits for the next tuple to pro- 

cess. 

In this section, instead of making the above assump- 

tion, three cases are considered. It is still assumed that 

the SRM and the PSM begin their respective tasks at the same 

time, and work concurrently on the user's guery. Differe at 

combinations of SRM and PSM completion times are discussed 

in the cases. The effects on the enhanced eyguations are 

considered as well. 

Case 1: The PSM completes its preliminary processing, 

  

and processes all tuples already retrieved before the S&M 

can finish its tuple retrieval. This is the situation taat 

was explored in section 9.1. Figure 4 illustrates the rela- 

tionship of the completion times of the SBM and the PSH via 

a time line drawing. Time moves forward from left to rigat 

in the figure. It starts at time 0 and can be assumed to
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end after so many milliseconds. The reader will note that 

the time line for the PSM extends just beyond the one for 

the SRM. The extra time for the PSH is to allow for the 

processing of the last tuple retrieved. For some queries, 

the time to compute aggregate totais, render an access deci- 

sion, and transmit tuples to the user might be included in 

the extra time as well (see, for example, section 9. 4).
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Preliminary Catch-up Remaining 
Processing Tuple Processing Tuple Processing 

PSH Joost terre cr nn loon i Soa enn mm mm |     

Tuple Retrieval 
SRM |----------------------------------- : -4   

Figure 4: Time lines for case 1.
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The equation for guery processing is 

C{qproc ]* = C{qcompn]* + (1-p(p) Ci qprelin)* (10.2) 

This equation appeared throughout chapter IX, but witha 

digit in place of the "n" in “qcompn" to distinguish asoag 

queries. C[ gqcompn]* represents the time to complete query 

processing assuming that all steps of preliminary processing 

are passed. The variable p[p]} is the probability that all 

preliminary steps are passed. Finally, cC[qgpreliaj' is the 

time to perform preliminary processing. 

Case 2: The PSM completes preliminary processing 

before the SRM finishes retrieving tuples. While the PSH is 

processing the tuples which have already been retrieved, the 

SRM completes its task. Figure 5 illustrates this case.
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Preliminary Processing Tuple Processing 
  PSH j-------~--~-------- i -- 

Tuple Retrieval 
  

Figure 5: Time lines for case 2.
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This case can be considered from the point of view of 

the PSM. The steps for query processing are then: 

1. The PSM completes preliminary query processing. 

2. if the query successfully passed all preliminary 

Steps, then all the retrieved tuples are processed. 

These steps result in the following equation: 

C[ qproc]* = C[qprelim]* + C{ qcompn]* (10.3) 

Included within C[ qconpn]' is the probability p[p] that all 

the preliminary processing checkpoints were passed by the 

query. 

Case 3: The SRM completes its tuple retrievals before 

the PSM and finishes its preliminary query processing. fFig- 

ure 6 illustrates this case.
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Preliminary Processing Tuple Processing 

PSM |--------------- = --- === |-----------------=- |   

Tuple Retrieval 
SRM |------------------- | 

Figure 6: Tipe lines for case 3.
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Viewed from the PSM, the steps which comprise query 

processing are exactly the same as those for case 2. Thus, 

equation 10.3 is representative of this case. 

Cases 2 and 3 both used eguation 10.3, so they will be 

combined and referred to henceforth as case 2. 

Let pjorig] be the probability that the (original) 

Situation in case 1 occurs. Then 1-p[orig] is the probabil- 

ity that the situation in case 2 occurs. Multiplying the 

probabilities with their respective equations yields the 

following equation: 

pL origj(C{gcompnj* + (1-p[p]) CLyprelinj*) Hi C{ qproc]j" 

+ (i-p[orig]) (C[qprelina]* + C{qcompn]*) 

(piorig] + 1-p[crig ) CQ qcompn j’ 

+ {pforig](i-p[p]) + (i-pLorig ]))C{qprelin }' 

C{qgcompn j' + {pforig}-pf orig ]p{ pj 

+ 1-p[ orig }) C{ gprelinj]' 

C[ gcoapn j* 

# (ipforig Jp[ ec] Cl qprelia j* (70.4) 

Equation 10.4 is the time to completely process a query tak- 

ing into account all possible combinations of PSM and SRN 

completion times during conmurrent processing of the guery. 

Comparing equation 10.4 with equation 10.2, it becomes 

apparent that by assigning the probability 1to pjorig], 

equation 10.4 reduces to equation 10.2. This cesult is
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expected, since equation 10.2 is the time to completely pro- 

cess a query given the case 1 situation, and plorig] is the 

probability that the case 1 situation occurs. 

10.4% EXAMPLE 

In this example, values used in section 9.8 are used 

for the variables in equation 10.4. Section 9.8 iS an exaa- 

ple of the enhanced eguation to completely process a yuery 

with a type A or B data dependency (eguation 9.3). Ia the 

section 9.8 example, the following values vere either cor- 

puted or taken from other examples: 

time to process a type 
A or B query assuming 
that all preliminary 
processing steps are 
passed: C[ qcompt]* = 3102.3 as 

time for the PSM to process 
the preliminary protection 
checks: C[qprelia]* = 397.4 as 

probability that the guery 
passes all PSM protection 
checks: PL PJ = 0.7 

Since a type A or B query is being considered, the variable 

C[{qcomp1]* is being used in place of C[qcompn]* in equation 

10. 4. 

For the sake of the example, it is arbitrarily assumed 

thats 

p[orig] = 0.5
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This assumption implies that for 50% of the queries pro- 

cessed by MULTISAFE, the PSM finishes its protection checks 

and “catches up" with the SRM, as described in case 1 of the 

previous section. 

Given the above values, eguation 10.4 is given by: 

C{ gprocj" = C{qcompn]' + (1-p[Lorig ]p[ p)) Ci gprelin j' 

3102.3 # (1-{0.5) (0.7))397.4 ui 
il 3102.3 + (0.65) 397.4 

ii 3102.3 + 258.3 

3360.6 as i



Chapter XI 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter contains a summary of the conclusions that 

were discussed in previous charters. Most of these conclu- 

sions were discussed in chapter X, althougi some points 

involving several of the examples are sade here as well. 

The last section of this chapter talks about some areas iu 

the MULTISAFE system where future work could be pursued. 

17.1 SYSTEM BOTTLENECKS 

Examination of the many examples in this papexc shows 

that one major bottleneck in MULTISAFE is the time needed to 

retrieve a tuple from secondary (disk) storage. The values 

used in the various exaaples were selected with the aid of 

[ BANEJ78 ], [DONOJ72}, [HAMAV79]}, and [WIEDG77]. These 

values thus represent possible real-world values for an 

operational MULTISAFE system. The slower speed of secondary 

storage compared to primary meaory speed is feit more 

strongly in the equations where the SRM accesses two rela- 

tions. These equations are eguations 9.5 {section 9.2), 

9.11 (section 9.5), and 9.15 (section 9.7). Query response 

time is slower in these eguaticns as well as in any equation 

where a large amount of tuples must be retrieved by the S&H. 

137
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Some possible enhancements which would help to increase 

the speed of tuple retrieval include faster secondary sto- 

rage devices, paging systems with cache memories, and disk 

storage schemes that place related pieces of information 

closer together. The latter enhancement helps to increase 

the chance that one disk access will retrieve several 

desired tuples, thus reducing the number of accesses needed 

to rcetrieve a complete set of tuples. 

11.2 THE ENHANCED EQUATIONS 

In chapter VIII, equations were developed which modeled 

query processing as a series of steps. These equations were 

enhanced and restructured in chapter IX to allow for concurc- 

rent execution of the PSM and SRH. In section 10.1, Some 

numerical evidence was presented which shows that the con- 

current execution of the two smodules does reduce the amount 

of time needed to process certain queries. At the very 

least, the concurrency allows for increased security check- 

ing based on complex protection policies and a broad range 

of access decision dependencies without substantially 

increasing query response time.
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11.3 PROTECTION VERSUS NO PROTECTION 

In section 10.2 an equation was developed which models 

how MULTISAFE would process a query in an environment where 

no data protection exists. An example was produced, and it 

was found that the no-protection query took ionger to pro- 

cess than a corresponding query with a type Aor £ data 

dependency with protection checks applied. This result 

reflected the fact that, with protection checks, some quer- 

ies are rejected rather guickly by the PSM. Such gueries 

tend to reduce the average processing time of all queries 

with the same type data dependency. This result also shows 

the advantages of a protection processor such as the PSM 

that can work concurrently with a tuple retrieval processor 

such as the S&S. 

Next, a more general example was developed which showed 

another situation where query processing takes longer with 

no data protection than when data protection exists. It was 

found that if a partial enforcement policy exists with 

respect to data retrieval, then some queries caused fever 

tuples to be retrieved by the SRM than if no protection 

policies existed. 

The above discussion, and the discussion in section 

11.2, may make it seem as though protection in MULTISAFE has
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been implemented with little or no cost. This view is, of 

course, not true. Data protection always has its price. A 

system with data protection is more complex than a Similar 

system without data protection. A system sith protection 

has more software in its total package of operating systen 

software. Execution of protection functions adds to the 

system workload, which can degrade the performance of other 

systen functions and increase overall coaputing time in the 

systen. Finally, there is the PSM itself. Implementation 

of protection in HMULTISAFE is accomplished by the PSM, a 

processor that is not needed if there is no data protection 

to enforce (the reader will note that, in the steps for pro- 

cessing the no protection query in section 10.2, the PSM was 

not mentioned). The PSM could be a small, relatively inex- 

pensive processor. During the times when it is idle, it 

could be used for other system functions such as backup file 

processing and journal trials. It has been stated nany 

times in this paper that placing the PSM in concurrent oper- 

ation with the SRM has much less imspact on guery processing 

than having the PSM and SRM connected in series.  Neverthe- 

less, the PSM is another piece of aardware to be added to 

MULTISAFE which increases the total cost of the MULTISAFE 

system in terms of hardware and the operating systea soft- 

ware needed to make the hardware work. —
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11.4 PSM AND SRM COMPLETION TIMES 
————_ 

In section 10.3 an alternate assumption was made to one 

that was discussed in section 9.1. In section 9.1, it was 

assumed that the PS# would finish its protection checks 

before the SBM would finish its tuple retrieval during pro- 

cessing of a query. Furthermore, the PSH could coapletely 

process all of the tuples that the SRM has retrieved so far, 

again before the SRM would finish its task. Section 10.3 

did not make the assumption of section 9.1, but instead ana- 

lyzed all possible PSM and SRM completion times. Equation 

10.4 was developed as a result of this analysis. 

Eguation 10.4 probably saodels the real-worid situation 

in a MULTISAFE system more closely than its counterpart, 

equation 10. 2. In fact, there are several assumptions that 

were made throughout this paper that may save narrowed the 

scope of situations that the equations in this paper prop- 

erly model. However, it was never the purpose of this paper 

to model ali possible real-world situations. Several rea- 

sonable assumptions were made so that the analyses in this 

paper could be perforamed, and so taat evidence could be 

gathered to support one of the main hypotheses in the paper; 

that a dedicated protection processor working coacurrently 

with a tuple cetrieval processor would have a ninimgum amount 

of impact on a data protection systea.
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11.5 FUTURE WORK 
a 

Items of interest that would make useful future follow 

on studies to the work in this paper include the following: 

1. A Simulation study. Such a study is being worked 

on now [ TALBT81] by simulating the processors in 

MULTISAFE through software. It npight be useful 

to extend this study by constructing a MULTISAFE 

system with hardward processors, and then writing 

the necessary software to simulate query process- 

ing. 

A study involving a performance equation analysis 

of a multi-user MULTISAFE system. Such a study 

would have to include a queueing analysis to model 

the competition for the resources in MULTISAFE 

among several users.
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APPENDIX 

Variables used in performance equations. 

btt -- the time to transfer a block of data from disk to 

primary memory. 

C -- a variable set equal to various eguations. The sub- 

scripts below distinguish the different occurrences 

of Cc. 

auths -- the time to retrieve access condition authoriza- 

tion tuples from the AUTHS relation for a user's 

access profile. 

EAC -- the time to retrieve tuples froma the CONDITIONS 

relation in order to form the Effective Access 

Condition of a query. 

flogin1! -- the time to process a login request that 

fails because a user entered incorrect login 

parameters. 

flogin2 -~ the time to process a login request that fails 

because no access condition authorizations 

exist for the logging in user.) 

noauths -~ the time to determine that no access condition 

authorizations exist for a logging in user. 

noprot -- the time to completely process a query when no 

protection checks are applied. 
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profile -- the time to retrieve user profile information 

from the USERS relation. 

qcompn -- the time to complete query processing after 

having finished preliminary processing. The 

his a nuagberc which distinguishes different 

query completion eguations. 

qproc -~- the time to completely process a query. 

slogin -~- the time to process a successful login. 

tlogin -- the time to totally process a login reguest. 

usergps -- the time to retrieve user group information 

from the USERS relation. 

-- a variable set egual to equations which model query 

processing taking into account various enhancements. 

A few of the sane subscripts used with C are used 

with C*'. One more subscript, however, is used: 

gprelin ~~ the time to complete preliminary query 

processing when a query is rejected for 

some reason. 

- the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

-~ the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

-- the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

~- the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

~- the time to transfer a tuple from the meaory in the 

SRM to the nemory in the UAM. MM includes any domain 

projections performed by the SEM.
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the number of tupies retrieved from a relation. 

P-~ a quantity of CPU processing time. Different types 

of processing which take different amounts of time 

are not represented by various values of P using 

subscripts. Rather, the different processing types 

are grouped together and their times represented by 

the variable P in many of the equations. Thus P may 

be the sum of the times needed to perfora different 

types of processing, or perhaps the maximum value of 

these times. 

the probability of an event. Subscripts are used in 

some cases to distinguish between various probabili- 

ties. 

the time to retrieve one tuple from disk, given that 

the address of the disk block containing the tuple can 

be computed. Subscripts are used in some cases to i- 

dentify the relation from which the tuple is retrieved. 

R' -- the time to retrieve a block of data from disk given 

that the block's starting address is known. 

R1-- the same as RB, except that no distinguishing sub- 

scripts are used. 

r -~ the cotational latency time; that is, the time for the 

beginning of a block of data to rotate under the disk 

read/write head.
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-~- the seek time for the disk read/write head to move to 3 

the track where a block of data is located. 

xX -- the number of levels in a B-tree index into a 

relation. 

x1 -- the number of levels in a B-tree index into a 

relation. 

x2 -- the number of levels in a B-tree index into a 

relation. 

x3 -~ the number of levels in a B-tree index into a 

relation. 

y ~- the number of tuples retrieved from a relation. 

y' -- the number of tuples which were retrieved from a 

relation that are returned to the user. 

z-- the number of levels ina B-tree index. 

Z1 -- the number of levels ina B-tree index.
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